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ABSTRACT
In 1980, 479 households in Arlington, Massachusetts
were surveyed concerning their attitudes on nine social service
areas. Respondents were asked to indicate how important
availability of each area was now or in the future to themselves
or their families, and how important availability of the service
was now or in the future in their town. Respondents were also
asked whether the service should be provided by the public sector,
private sector, or a combination of both, and whether funding for
the service should be supplemented by charging according to users
ability to pay, charging the same to all users of the service, or
by charging no fee at all.
This dissertation examines the responses to each
question and their crosstabulations to see how attitudes about
services are related one to another. Households who indicated
it was important services be available to their households also
indicated they should be available in the town. Households who
indicated it was unimportant that services be available to their
household were divided over whether it was important that they be
available in the town. Statistically meaningful connections were
demonstrated between: (1) private provision of services, charging
the same to all users, and indicating that it was unimportant
services be available in the town; (2) public provision of services,
not charging for services and indicating that it was unimportant
services be available in the town; and (3) mixed provision of
indicate that attitudes differ widely by service area.
The analysis sorts the households by their attitudes
towards the services and examines whether this sorts their
demographic characteristics. Households who think it is important
services be available to their households and those who think it
is unimportant have different demographic characteristics. To a
lesser extent, this also applies to attitudes on the importance
of availability in the town. Households with different attitudes
on provision and funding issues do not tend to have different
demographic characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION
This report analyzes survey data in order to develop an
improved understanding of household attitudes towards social
services. The subject survey was conducted in Arlington, Massa-
chusetts in 1980. 479 households were surveyed regarding nine
social service areas:
cc Child Care/Day Care
cp Child Protection Services
ca Consumer Assistance
dna Drug and Alcohol Related Services and Counseling
hs Health Services
hou Housing
mh Mental Health Services
sc Senior Citizens Services
ys Youth Services
Page 3 of Appendix I contains the definitions of each of these
service areas as described to the surveyed households.
The respondents were asked these four questions, among oth-
ers, about each of the nine areas:
1) HOUSEHOLD IMPORTANCE (_y)
The town of Arlington and a number of private, non-
profit, and public agencies provide a number of ser-
vices to the people of this community. How important
is it that these social services be available now or
in the future to YOU OR YOUR FAMILY?
Not Very No
Important Important Opinion
1 2 3 4 5 0
1
22) TOWN IMPORTANCE (_t)
The town. of Arlington and a number of private, non-
profit, and public agencies provide a number of ser-
vices to the people of this community. How important
is it that these social services be available now or
in the future in YOUR COMMUNITY?
Not Very No
Important Important Opinion
1 2 3 4 5 0
3) PROVISION (_w)
For each of the services... ,please indicate who you
feel should provide these services.
Private Public Public and Private No
Agencies Agencies Agencies Together Opinion
1 2 3 0
4) FUNDING (_f)
The funding of services should be supplemented by:
charging accord- charging the other means. No
ing to the users' same rate to Users should Opinion
ability to pay all users of not have to
the service pay to use
the service
2 3 0
This report- looks at how the households answered these quest-
ions for each service, focusing on the attitudinal behavioral
patterns which link answers to the questions to one another.
My interest in this form of study began in February of 1981,
when my friend and professor, Aaron Fleisher, showed me a cross-
tabulation of the responses to the HOUSEHOLD IMPORTANCE and
TOWN IMPORTANCE questions. The nine crosstabulations(one for
each service) showed a remarkable pattern. For each service at
least 56% of the households answered exactly the same level of
both HOUSEHOLD and TOWN IMPORTANCE(figure 5). This percentage
3was over 70% for some services(Consumer Assistance,Health,
Senior Citizens Services). When households did not answer that
availability of a service was equally important to their fami-
lies as in the town, they nearly always indicated that availa-
bility to the town was more important. On average, only 3% of
the households thought that it was less important for services
to be available in the town than available to their family.This
crosstabulation suggested that many households thought about
how important availability of a service was in terms of how im-
portant it was that the service be available to their own fami-
ly. I was challenged to use the survey data to investigate wheth-
er similar patterns existed elsewhere in the data, and to try
to organize and explain these patterns.
For example, I tested whether households associated public
sector provision and imposing no charges for a service with
those services whose availability was perceived as important,
and associated private sector provision and fees for services
with those services whose availability was perceived as unim-
portant. I also investigated whether HOUSEHOLD IMPORTANCE or
TOWN IMPORTANCE were of equal rank and those households who
thought they were unequal. From February through May of 1981, I
researched these and related questions. This document is my re-
port on the findings.
The survey asked the respondents sixteen demographic
questions about the persons filling out the survey and their
households. I included seven of them in my analysis:
41) NCM total household income
2) ED highest level of education of the person
most responsible for filling out the
survey
3) RENT whether the household owned or rented
their home
4) FEM the number of females in the household who
participated in answering the survey
5) MALE the number of males in the household who
participated in answering the survey
6) SCCH the number of school children in the household
7) the total number of persons in the household
divided into three groups:
YNG(young) total number of persons ages(under 25)
MDL(middle) total number of persons ages(26-55)
OLD(old) total number of persons ages(56 and over)
I used these demographics to investigate whether separating
the population according to their answers to the four attitudinal
questions also divides the population demographically. Of parti-
ular interest is whether those households who perceive services
as important either to the town or to their families have
those demographic characteristics which would tend to identify
them as likely users of the service and whether Provision and
Funding attitudes are strongly related to demographics.
The goal of my analysis is to reach an improved understand-
ing of how attitudes towards social services are related to one
another and to demographics. This understanding can hopefully be
expanded to other service areas besides the nine in the survey
and can be of use in other towns. If my research is successful
in showing attitudinal and demographic connections, then it
should be valuable to decision makers since it will help them
evaluate which services people will think are important and how
they would prefer those services to be provided and funded.
As Massachusetts enters an era of budgetory restraint
5brought on by inflation, Proposition 2 1/2, and a conservative
federal administration, we are likely to witness a reorganiza-
tion of social service delivery in many towns. My research, and
others like it, should be useful in understanding what the pu-
blic would prefer in terms of service cuts, reprivitizations and
alternative funding, such as fee for service.
Chapter 1 of this report gives a brief history of how the
subject survey was conceived, reviews the survey's content and
discusses some previous analysis of the data done by others.
Chapter 2 synopsizes the demographics of the total survey pop-
ulation. Chapter 3 examines HOUSEHOLD and TOWN IMPORTANCE and it
also addresses how the population responds to these questions
demographically. Chapter 4 examines PROVISION and FUNDING and
their interrelations with each other and with HOUSEHOLD and
TOWN IMPORTANCE. Chapter 5 explains how the data differs by ser-
vice area, identifying those attributes of service areas which
seem to influence household attitudes about services. It also
looks at how the attitudes sort the population demographically
for each service. It hypothesizes what the attitudes of the sur-
vey population might have been if some additional service areas
had been included. Chapter 6 summarizes the attitudinal behavior
uncovered in the report and discusses how the findings could
be useful in an era of increasing fiscal burdens.
The Appendices contain a copy of the complete survey and
its data(Appendix I), an explanation of analytic techniques
(Appendix II), all figures(Appendix III), and all computed sur-
vey data including crosstabulations and T-statistics(Appendix IV).
CHAPTER I
ORIGINS, CONTENT, AND -PRIOR ANALYSIS
OF THE CITIZENS' SURVEY
The Citizens' Survey grew out of an organized effort by
Arlington to learn more about the needs, attitudes and preferences
of town households concerning social services. This chapter
briefly presents the origin of the survey, its content and a
discussion of previous analysis of its data in order to give
the reader a sense of where the data come from and how my analysis
fits in with prior analysis.
Origins
In September of 1979, the Arlington Board of Selectmen
appointed a special steering committee, the Committee for Service
Priorities, to examine the importance of social services in
Arlington and to explore ways of assuring that important services
could be provided and financed in an era of growing fiscal aus-
terity. The Committee brought individual citizens and represen-
tatives ofvarious town departments, agencies and community groups
together into two task forces. The first task force analyzed
budget priorities. The second, the Social Service Task Force,
was organized to conduct a social services needs assessment and
to explore alternative ways of organizing, financing, and providing
social services. Two hundred fifty individuals, organizations and
6
7agencies and almost two hundred provider groups were sent invi-
tations to join the second task force. Ultimately twenty-seven
people joined, though attendance at the twice monthly meetings
was usually about ten.
The Task Force selected the nine social services and two
mechanisms for gaining information about them, a needs assessment
and a household survey. The needs assessment synthesized available
data and providers' opinions on "demographic characteristics,
perceived needs of clients, statistical estimates of needs, agency
capacity, service utilization patterns, client eligibility criteria,
client characteristics, funding sources and reimbursement mecha-
nisms."1 A report on the findings and analysis by the MIT Labora-
tory for Architecture and Planning was written entitled "The
Assessment of Human Service Needs in Arlington, Massachusetts."2
This needs assessment concisely brings together data and provides
opinions on service characteristics, utilization, and unmet needs.
This report will serve as a reference in Chapter 5, which looks
at the differences in the data for different services.
The Task Force's household survey, which eventually developed
into the Citizens' Survey, probed three questions:
(1) How important do Arlington residents perceive each
service to be for their own household and for their
community now or in the future?
Social Services Task Force and the Laboratory of Architecture
and Planning (MIT), The Assessment of Human Service Needs in
Arlington, Massachusetts, report for the Selectmen's Committee for
Service Priorities, Arlington, Massachusetts, June, 1980, p. 4.
Ibid.
8(2) Which social service needs are perceived to be
inadequately met and in what ways are they not
being met?
(3) How should each service be provided? In particular,
who should provide and finance the service and what
explicitly should be the town's role?
The survey was written and pretested with the cooperation of the
Center for Survey Research at the University of Massachusetts.
When completed, it was sent to 10% of the households in
Arlington. 479 responses were received, representing approximately
40% of the surveys mailed out and 4% of the households in Arlington.
The composition of the survey population is examined in the next
chapter.
Content and Previous Analysis
The survey in its final form is in Appendix A. It has four
parts; three parts probe attitudes about the nine services and
one part concerns household demographics. Part 1, as described
in the introduction, asks respondents to rate the importance of
availability of the services to their own family and to the town.
Part 2 offers respondents several choices concerning specific
areas for improvement in each service area including an oppor-
tunity to identify areas within each service area which might be
unnecessary. Part 3 addresses policy issues. It asks participants
whether each service should be provided by private agencies, public
agencies, or some combination. It also asks about appropriate
ways of charging for each service and about the proper extent of
town involvement. Part 4 asks .sixteen demographic auestions with
9the eqpoused purpose of determining the representativeness of
the sample. However, they were also used for crosstabulations
in analysis to identify patterns linked to demographics.
The Task Force, with technical assistance from the Department
of Urban Studies and Planning at MIT, compiled the survey results
and wrote a report.3 The report was interested in the percentage
distribution of responses to each question. It did not cross-
tabulate answers, except with the demographics. The respondents'
demographic data were grouped by income, education, age and other
demographics and crosstabulations were run against the two impor-
tance questions in Part 1 and against the three Provision/Funding
question in Part 3. My research crosstabulates answers to see
the connection between the Importance, Provision and Funding
questions.
3Social Services Task Force of the Selectmen's Committee
for Service Priorities, Final Report, Town of Arlington, Massa-
chusetts, 1980.
CHAPTER II
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SURVEY POPULATION
Part 4 of the Citizens' Survey contains sixteen demographic
questions. This chapter organizes the responses in order to
create a picture of the survey population. The questions and
their percentage distributions may be referenced in Appendix A.
Income
Total 1979 household income(before taxes) varies substan-
tially. 7% earned less than $5000; 12% $5000-9999; 15% $10,000-
14,999; 14% $15,000-19,000; 17% $20,000-24,999; 11% $25,000-
29,999; 10% $30,000-34,999; 4% $35,000-39,999; 3% $40,000-44,999
and 5% $50,000 or more. Median income is between $20,000 and
$25, 000.
Sex and Number of Participants
Questions 2 and 3 show the number of men and women who
participated in the survey. 39% were answered only by women,
20% only by men, 40% by men and women together. Overall, women
Mean income can be estimated at $25,000, assuming average
income within each category to be the mean of the upper and lower
bound except for less than $5000 which was estimated at $4000,
and above $50,000 which was estimated at $70,000.
.7(4000) + .12(7500) + .15(14,250) + .14(17,500) + .17(22,250)
+ .11(25,500) + .10(32,250) + .04(35,500) + .03(42,250) +
.02(45,500) + .05(70,000) = 25,198
10
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who participated outnumber men by 7:5 (.946:.68). The average
number of participants per household is 1.6. Most households
have only 1 or 2 participants.
Education
Question 15 asks for the highest level of education for the
person most responsible for answering the survey. The data show
the survey population is highly educated. 22% have graduate or
professional degrees. 24% have college degrees. 21% have at
least some college experience. 25% are high school graduates.
Only 7% have not completed high school.
This data show a high education for most survey takers,
but may be skewed upward. If more than one person answers the
survey, the highest education level in the group may be indicated
in the response, regardless of which one really had the most
input into the questionnaire. Housewives under this scenario may
not have their education level accurately represented by the data.
The 7% who have not completed high school may be teenagers still
in school.
Occupation and Transportation
Question 12 asks for the place of employment of the person
most responsible for answering the survey. Only 3% indicated
they worked for local government in Arlington, and 8% for the
government elsewhere. Just 7% have non-government occupation in
Arlington. 48% said they had non-government occupation outside
This does not mean women necessarily had more input than
men. It is possible that many responses represent the views of
the head of the household, most often a male, if more than one
person worked on it.
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Arlington. 35% indicated the "other" category. As with the
education data, results may be skewed towards the occupation of
the head of household. The 35% "other" are likely to be house-
wives and perhaps some students.
The data make clear that most respondents do not work for
government either in Arlington or elsewhere and that many,
perhaps most, are commuters. 89% of the households own a car,
40% two cars or more. 45% use public transit at least once a
week.
Tenure and Stability
The 479 households are a stable population. 43% have lived
in Arlington for twenty years or more; 27% for eleven to twenty
years; 20% for 1-5 years; 6% for 6-10 years and only 1% for less
than one year. The median number of years the respondents have
lived in the town is between 11-20 years.
Half (50%) of the households did not know how long they
expected to stay in Arlington, however. Of the half who indicated
an expectation, one half (25% of all responses) planned to stay
for 15 years or more.
45% of the households had lived within more than one
residence in Arlington, roughly divided evenly between households
who had lived in two residences(23%) and more than two residences
(22%). This indicates that although the population of the town
is stable, many households move within Arlington, while remaining
in the town.
About two-thirds (64%) of the households own their own home
and about one-third(36%) rent. Property tax payments are fairly
13
homogenous for owners. 81% paid between $1501 and $3000 in
annual property taxes. 10% paid between $501 and $1500. 8%
paid between #3001 and #4500. None paid less than $500 and less
than 1% paid over $4500. Renters tend to pay between $200 and
$500 a month for rent. The largest group pays between $301 and
$400 a month.
About one half(49%) of the households occupy single-family
buildings, about one third(32%) two-family buildings. 20% live
in buildings with three or more.
Demographic Summary
1) Incomes vary widely though only 7% of the households
earn less than $5000 and only 10% over $40,000. Mean income is
about $25,000, median income between $20,000 and $25,000.
2) Women who participated outnumber men by 7:5. 39% of
the responses were answered only by women, 20% only by men.
Most households had only one or two participants.
3) The survey population is well-educated. 67% have at
least some college experience. Only 7% are not high school
graduates.
4) The household population is largely adults living as
singles or couples without children. The median age and largest
cohort is between 26 and 35 years of age. 15% of the survey
population is over 66.
5) Only 11% of the persons most responsible for answering
the survey work in government. Most respondents appear to be
commuters or housewives.
6) The population has lived in Arlington for an extended
14
period, but one half do not know how long they expect to stay.
7) Roughly two thirds of the households own their own
homes. These homeowners pay similar amounts of property tax on
their homes.
8) Roughly one half of the households live in single-family
buildings, and about one third in two-family buildings.
15
CHAPTER III
IMPORTANCE OF AVAILABILITY OF THE NINE SERVICES
TO THE RESPONDENTS' FAMILIES AND TO THEIR COMMUNITY
This chapter explores how the survey population responded
to the questions on the importance of availability of the
services to the respondent's family now or in the future
(Household Importance: _y) and importance of availability of
the services in their community now or in the future (Town
Importance: _t). First, the distribution of responses for all
nine services averaged together is shown to point out patterns
that exist across all service areas. Then distributions for the
services are looked at individually in order to see how attitudes
differ by service area. Finally, the crosstabulation of these
two questions is examined, beginning the analysis of how atti-
tudes towards services are interrelated.
The Distribution of Responses
Household Importance (_y)
Household Importance demonstrates a bimodal distribution.
Most households answer either _y = 1 (availability of the
service was unimportant to themselves or their family) or _y = 5
(availability of the service was very important to their family).
Figure 1 is a table of the percentage of responses of 1 through
16
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5 for each service (missing data and no opinion are ignored).
If the percentage which chose each level of importance is
averaged across the nine services, we arrive at the mean rowa
It shows that on average 31% answer _y = 1, 6% answer _y = 2,
14% answer _y = 3, 11% answer _y = 4 and 38% answer _y = 5.
Notice 69% of the households answer either 1 or 5.
The bimodal character of Household Importance is demonstrated
in each service area. For each service except one (Consumer
Assistance), the two most popular answers are _y = 1 and _y = 5.
(Consumer Assistance has _y = 5(40%) and _y = 3(23%) as the two
most popular choice.) The services differ widely, however, in
the relative percentages of households who think availability
is important to themselves or their household. If we add
together the percentages of households who think availabilty
is relatively unimportant (_y = 1 or _y = 2) and divide by
percentage who thik it is relatively important(_y = 4 or _y=5),
we arrive at the rankings in Figure 16. The _y = 3 group is
omitted from the calculation because we do not have a way of
determining which way they lean in their attitudes. Child Care/
Day Care, Child Protection Services, and Drug/Alcohol Related
Services are the only services which more households think
availability is unimportant. Consumer Assistance, Health
Services and Senior Citizen Services are considered the most
important.
In Chapter V we will consider four services individually,
and whataffects their ranks for each question. In this chapter
we are interested in this ranking as it helps explain how the
18
question was interpreted by the households and how the demo-
graphics of the population influenced the answers. Figure 12
shows how the responses to the Household Importance question
sorts the population demographically. This table was produced
in the following manner: First, the households were separated
into two groups: households who answerd _y = 1 or _y = 2 for
each service and households who answered _y = 4 or _y = 5,
(_y = 3, missings and no opinion responses are ignored).
Second, the answers to the following seven demographic questions
were sorted by the two household groups:
1) NCM (total household income): The value from 1 to 11
of the income categories described in Part 4, question 16
of the survey.
2) ED (highest level of education for the person most
responsible for answering the survey): The value from
1 to 7 of the education categories described in Part 4,
question 15 of the survey.
3) RENT (owner/rent): The value 1 for renting households
or 2 for homeownership households, asked in Part 4,
question 8 of the survey.
4) FEM (females): The total number of females who parti-
cipated in answering the survey, asked in Part 4,
question 2.
5) MALE (males): The total number of males who participated
in answering the survey, asked in Part 4, question 3. This
value will be useful compared with Fem.
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6) SCCH (School Children): The total number of children
enrolled in public schools, asked in Part 4, question 5.
7) Age demographics of the households by the total number
of people per age group as asked in Part 4, question 4.
These are combined into three age brackets:
YNG (young) : ages 0 - 25
MDL (middle) : ages 26 - 55
OLD (old) : over 55
Third, for each of the sorted demographics, the mean value was
calculated.6
Fourth, a two-tailed T test was run comparing the means of
the sorted demographics. If the T test showed that the mean
value of the variable was greater than the mean for _y = 4 or
_y = 5 group, one or more "+" signs was assigned to the appro-
priate cell in Figure 11. If the T test showed the mean value
for _y = 4 or _y = 5 group was less than the _y = 1 or _y = 2
group, one or more "-" signs were put in the appropriate cell.
The number of "+" or "-" signs assigned depended on the signi-
ficance level of the T statistic. The following rules were
used:
6 This calculation involved taking means of categorical
data for income and education, which is not an analytically
perfect technique, but I determined it was adequate for my
analysis. Income is recorded in equal categories of $5,000,
so using a mean calculation is fairly precise. Education is
in ranked order and the intervals used in the survey seemed
reasonably equal to steps upward in education. I took the
liberty, therefore, of treating education as a metric vari-
able. Some question has also arisen about the use of doing
metric math on Rent, which equals 1 if a renter, 2 if a
homeowner. The reader should bear in mind that these are
arbitrary mathematical assignments to non-metric categories,
so the results may be imprecise.
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cell content significance level _ probability the
of T statistic magnitude of the
difference in means
would be this great
or greater if the
demographic value
was not related to
the way the data
was sorted.
cell empty greater than .200
+ or - between .050 and .200
++ or -- between .01 and .050
+++ or --- less than .01
A two-tail T test was used because it does not anticipate in
which direction each demographic will sort. This was appropri-
ate because I was not testing prior hypotheses about the role
of income, education, etc.
Using this demographic chart, it is best to focus on cells
with two or three "+" or "-" signs. The cells with one sign
are included to show the direction the demographics sorted, but
they do not have high enough significance levels to make us
confident that the difference in the means is important. The
calculated T statistics and significance levels are included in
the Appendix IV. Section 7.
Figure 12 allows us to test whether Household Importance
sorts the population demographically into households who would
be more and less likely to use each service. The table shows
that such a sorting does take place. Evidence includes
(1) Child or youth oriented services are preferred by
more people in the family age groups and less favored
by older people. Child Care/Day Care, Child Protection,
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all have positive statistics for school children
(scch), young ages (yng), and middle ages (mdl) and
negative statistics for elderly (old).
(2) Senior Citizens' Services are considered important to
the elderly. (It is interesting that the middle ages
sort in the other direction regarding Senior Citizens'
Services. This implies households were not future-
minded in their responses.)
(3) Housing is important to renters and to the elderly
(Housing includes elderly housing).
(4) Income (ncm) and Education (ed), are inversely
proportional to Household Importance in most services.
Presumably the wealthier, better educated residents
would need less social services.
In Chapter V we will investigate systematically how
household demographics contribute to Household Importance.
It is important to note at this point that all services sort
at least some demographics and that these sorts show likely
users of a service give it higher Household Importance.
Age demographics in the survey population contribute to
the rankings in Figure 16. Child-oriented services (Child
Protection, Child Care/Day Care) rank low partly because so few
families have young children. Senior Citizens' Services, Health
Services and Housing Services(includes elderly housing) rank
higher because there are many older adults.
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Town Importance (_t)
Town Importance, like Household Importance, has a common
distributional pattern for the nine services. Most households
felt that availability was important in the town. Figure 2
is a table of the percentage of responses for 1 through 5 for
each of the nine services (missings and no opinion are ignored).
The mean column shows that averaging the percentages across the
nine services: 12% answer _t = 1, 5% answer _t = 2, 17% answer
_t = 3, 15% answer _t = 4, and 51% answer _t = 5. This demon-
strates that the distribution is concentrated towards town
availability being important. 67% answer either _t = 4 or _t=5.
While the population was split bimodally over Household Impor-
tance, this split does not occur in Town Importance.
All services demonstrate this tendency toward Town Impor-
tance being high, but as we found with Household Importance,
the relative size of the percentage which think it is important
versus unimportant varies. Figure 16 ranks the nine services
by the ratio of _t = 4 or _t = 5/_t = 1 or _t = 2. In this
case five of the services (Housing, Drug and Alcohol Services,
Mental Health Services, Child Protection Services and Health
Services) all share approximately the same ratios. Child Care/
Day Care is considered much less important than most services;
Consumer Assistance somwhat less important. Youth and Senior
Citizens Services are both more important than average.
These rankings are interesting, because they show that Town
Importance ranking can not be explained as easily by the age
demographics of the population. For example, Child Protection
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is given a higher rank for Town Importance than Household
Importance while Child Care/Day Care remains the less important
service. Figure 13 shows a demographic table for Town Importance
constructed in the same manner as Figure 12 for Household Impor-
tance. It shows that there is a tendency for Town Importance
to sort the population demographically by income, education and
homeownership, but the significance level of income and education
is less than for Household Importance. Age is still sorted by
Child Care/Day Care, Child Protection, Mental Health and Senior
Citizen Services, but it is significant in fewer cells. In the
next section I will show why demographics are less significant,
based on the crosstabulation of Household and Town Importance.
What is important to notice is that the sorts on Town Importance
that are significant always have the same sign as those on
Household Importance, but the significance level tends to be
less.
Crosstabulation of Household and Town Importance
This section tests how Household and Town Importance are
related through crosstabulation tables. First, the crosstabulation
tables, row percentage and normalized deviate tables available
for reference in the Appendix are explained to the reader, then
they are used for analysis.
Tables in the Appendix
The Appendix contains three tables related to the cross-
tabulations for each of the nine services:
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(1) crosstabulation tables:
(2) row percentage tables:
(3) normalized multinomial
These tables show the crosstabu-
lation of the responses for the two
questions for each service. Missing
values or a no opinion for either
Household or Town Importance cause
a respondent to be left off the
table. (On average, about 16% of
the 479 are missing from each
crosstabulation table.)
A row percentage table has been
constructed for each crosstabulation
table. It shows the percentage
distribution of the household res-
ponses along each horizontal row
of the crosstabulation.
deviate tables: These tables show
how many standard deviations high
(positive deviate) or low(negative
deviate) the value of that particu-
lar crosstabulated cell is above
or below what the cell count would
have been if there were no inter-
relationships between the responses
being crosstabulated. These deviates
are helpful in two ways. First,
their signs tell us whether the
actual cell count is higher or
lower than no relationship would
have given us. If we can discover
patterns in how these signs distri-
bute themselves, we can learn about
the interrelationship of the two
services. Second, the absolute
value of the deviates show us how
powerful the interrelations are.
Deviates with absolute value greater
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than 1 and especially greater than
2 are worthy of notice. A descrip-
tion of how these deviates are
calculated is in Appendix II.
One final and very important table is the mean row percen-
tage table. It shows the mean of the nine services, averaging
each cell in the row percentage tables. (See Figure 6) It is
valuable because it shows how, on the average, the respondents
distributed their answers for town importance given each level
of household importance.
The Loaded Diagonals of the Crosstabulation
Appendix IV, Section 1 contain the crosstabulation tables.
Most households lie on the diagonal from upper-left to lower-
right of the crosstabulation table, meaning that they felt that
Household and Town Importance were exactly equal. Households
who are not on the diagonal are nearly always to the upper-right
of it, meaning Town Importance is greater to them than Household
Importance. Figure 5 shows the percentage of households on the
diagonal, the percentage to its upper right and to its lower
left for each of the nine services. The mean of the table shows
that on average roughly two-thirds(64%) of the households say
that it is equally important that a service be available in the
town as it is important it be available to our family, and
roughly one-third(32%) say that it is more important that the
service be available to our family.
The row percentage table (Appendix IV, Section 1) shows
that the percentage of household on the diagonal decreases as
household importance decreases. The mean row percentage table
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(Figure 6) shows that, on average, the percentage who are on
the diagonal decreases from 95.5% when Household Importance
equals 5 to 35.5% for Household Importance equals 1. The
table demonstrates why Household Importance is bimodal at 1 and
5, but Town Importance is not. The households who thought it
was very important that a service be available to themselves
also said it was very important it be available in the town.
Only about one-third of the households who thought a service
very unimportant to their families also thought the service was
unimportant to the town. Households who thought availability
of the service was more important in the town than to themselves
often said Town Importance equals 5. Nearly all of the households
who indicate that it is not important services be available in
the town also said it was unimportant the service was available
to their family. Households who said a service was important
to the town, on the other hand, did not necessarily indicate
the service was important to their families.
Checking the Deviates
The pattern exists regardless of the service area you look
at. Appendix IV, Section 1 contains the multinomial normal
deviate tables for the crosstabulations. These tables clearly
indicate the close relationship between the two importance
questions regardless of the services area. If the distributions
of Household and Town Importance were unrelated, we would expect
the deviates to have a higher absolute value of around 1 or less
and to be unrelated in sign. Instead they show each cell count
on the diagonal is at least four standard deviat ions higher than
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if the questions were unrelated. The deviates left of the
diagonal are always negative and usually have an absolute value
greater than 1. This absolute value becomes larger as Household
Importance increases.
Sorting the Population
The households can be usefully thought of in three groups:
Type 1 households: Households who thought Town Importance was
low(_t = 1 or _t = 2) and Household Importance was low
(_y = 1 or _y = 2). (Because of the bimodal distribution
of Household Importance, most will have indicated Household
Importance = 1).
Type 2 households: Households who thought Household Importance
was low(_y = 1 or _y =2), but Town Importance was higher.
Type 3 households: Households who thought Household Importance
was high(_y = 4 or _y = 5) and Town Importance was high
(_t = 4 or _t = 5). (Most of these will be Household
Importance = 5 and Town Importance = 5 households.)
This sort was chosen because it logically follows from the
distributions of Household and Town Importance and their cross-
tabulation. Since Household Importance is bimodal, it is
logical to divide it into two groups. Dropping _y = 3 allows
us to not worry which way these households were leaning. Type
1 households appear to stick to a decision rule that a service
need only be available if they personally want it available to
themselves. Type 2 households are more benevolent. They will
allow services to be available which they themselves do not
think are important to themselves. Type 3 households think that
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services which they want to themselves should also be available
in the town. We can not know whether they are benevolent as
the Type 2 households. We do know, however, that households
who think services should be available to themselves almost
never indicate it is unimportant they be available in the town.
Since Type 1 and Type 2 households make up almost all the
_y = 1 or y = 2 households and Type 3 households make up almost
all the _y = 4 and _y = 5 households, Figure 12 can be interpre-
ted as the demographics sorted by Type 1 and Type 2 households
compared with Type 3 households. Similarly, Type 1 households
make up almost all the _t = 1 or _t = 2 households. Type 2
and Type 3 households make up almost all the t = 4 o _t = 5
households. Figure 13 can be interpreted as the demographics
sorted by Type 1 compared with Type 2 and Type 3 households.
We can now reason why demographics sort more significantly
with Household Importance compared with Town Importance. The
Type 2 households tend to share with Type 1 households demo-
graphic characteristics which do not indicate a need for services,
but, nevertheless, indicate the services should be available
in the town. This preference means that their will be less
difference in demographics for Town Importance.
Reviewing Household and Town Importance
When asked how important it is that services are available
to themselves or their household, the respondents distributed
bimodally. Most households indicated either Household Importance
was very low(_y = 1) or very high(_y = 5). While this bimodality
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was existent in all services the ratios of _y = 1 to _y = 5
varied considerably. Fewer households than average thought
that it was important the Child Care/Day Care, Child Protection,
and Drug and Alcohol Services be available to themselves. More
households than average thought that it was important that
Senior Citizens' Services and Health Services be available to
themselves.
When asked how important it is that services are available
in the town, the repondents showed a bias towards thinking
services are important. Just over half, on average, said Town
Importance was at the highest level (_t = 5). An unusually
low number of households thought Child Care/Day Care needs to
be available in the town. A very large number thought Health
and Senior Citizens' Services should be available.
The crosstabulation of Household and Town Importance
shows that most households (Type 1 and Type 3) indicate availa-
bility to themselves and to the town as equally important.
Many households (Type 2) who did not think that availability
was very important to their own household thought it was impor-
tant the service be available in the town, but almost no
households thought it was less important services be available
in the town than to themselves. Household Importance is bimodal
and Town Importance is not because of the shift of the Type 2
households.
Household and Town Importance both divide the population
demographically in ways which show potential users of a service
thinking availability is more important. The division is more
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significant for Household Importance, however, particularly
with respect to the age demographics of the household members.
The loss of significance in Town Importance can be attributed
to the Type 2 households who have demographic characteristics
tending towards low service needs, but who indicate it is
important services be available in the town.
CHAPTER IV
PROVISION AND FUNDING
OF THE SERVICES
The Provision and Funding questions in the Citizens' Survey
ask policy questions about who should provide social services
and the proper way of supplementing their expense. The Provision
question gives households three choices regarding who should
provide services in each of the nine service areas: 0 = no
opinion; 1 = private agencies; 2 = public agencies; and 3 =
private and public agencies together. The Funding question
also has three choices regarding how Funding should be supple-
mented: 0 = no opinion; 1 = charging according to the user's
ability to pay; 2 = charging the same rate to all users of the
service; and 3 = other means. Users should not have to pay to
use the service. This chapter looks at the distribution of
responses to these two questions, identifies services which
have distributions notably different from other services, and
crosstabulates the responses of Provision and Funding against
Household and Town Importance and against each other. It also
shows how these questions sort the population demographically.
The chapter holds discussion of the implication of the distri-
butions and demographics till the end so that the reader may
be familiar with as much information as possible when the
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implications are discussed.
Distribution of Responses and Demographics on Provision
Most households favor either public or mixed Provision
of services. Figure 3 is a table of percentage responses for
1, 2 and 3 for the nine services and the mean of the percentages
(0 = no opinion and missing are ignored). For all services,
except Child Care/Day Care, public and mixed Provision are
preferred over private Provision. In seven of nine services,
mixed Provision is the most popular choice. The mean row shows
that, on average for the nine services: private equals 14%,
public equals 30%, and mixed equals 55%. The large number of
households who picked the mixed category could logically be
considered either as a a vote in favor of public and private
cooperation in social service delivery, or as an indication that
many households cannot make up their minds. Whichever is the
case, these data show that the households are not averse to
public involvement in the Provision of services. Public and
mixed together constitute 85% of the households on average, and
public outnumber private by better than 2:1. Recalling that
over half of the households (51%), on average, thought that the
services were very important, the idea of services being impor-
tant and that public agencies should be involved in them seems
to have some consensus among a large portion of the survey
population.
Variation by Service
The following services have Provision distributions
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substantially different from the average of all the services:
(1) Child Care/Day Care has a large mixed group like
other services, but the private to public ratio is
reversed. 37% want solely private Provision of Day
care, only 9% solely public Provision.
(2) Child Protection and Consumer Assistance have larger
than average public Provisions, smaller private and
mixed Provisions.
(3) Drug and Alcohol Services, Health Services and Mental
Health Services each have smaller public categories
than average and bigger mixed categories.
(4) Senior Citizens and Youth Services both have larger
than average mixed groups and smaller private groups.
Figure 18 shows how the services rank if we divide private
Provision (_w = 1) by public Provision (_w = 2). This figure
ranks the services from those which more households wanted left
to the sector up to those which more households wanted provided
publicly. The mixed Provision households are ignored in the
ranking because it can not be satisfactorily determined which
direction (public or private) their preferences lean. In con-
sidering these rankings, however, it should be remembered that,
on average, only 44% of the households did not choose mixed
and are included in the ratio. In this light, small differences
in the ratio, like those for Mental Health (.65), Drug/Alcohol
(.62) and Health Services (.61) and those for Child Protection
(18%) and Senior Citizens' Services (17%) are not large enough
to be important. We will examine the implications of these
rankings at the end of the chapter.
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Demographic Sorting
Figure 14 shows how Provision sorted the population by
demographics. The table was created in the same manner as the
demographic tables for Household Importance and Funding (See
description in Chapter III). The chart shows how the demogra-
phics of households who wanted public Provision ( w = 2) differed
from those who wanted private Provision ( w = 1). A "+" sign
shows that the mean value of the demographic was higher for
households indicating public Provision and a "-" sign shows it
was higher for private Provision. Mixed households were omitted
because it is unclear in which direction, public or private,
their preferences ran. (Dropping the mixed lowers the overall
significance levels slightly compared with the sorts on Household
and Town Importance because it uses a smaller sample size.
The table shows that most demographics are not sorted by
Provision for each service. Of those services which are sorted,
income and education are sorted the most often. In six of
nine services, education was sorted, indicating that as education
level rises the desire of services to be in the public sector
goes down. Similarly, as income goes up the desire of the ser-
vices to be in the public sector goes down in five of nine
services. If we ignore significance levels greater than .05,
then education is sorted significantly in only four services,
income in just three. Ren which was significantly sorted by
Household and Town Importance, does not sort by Provision. The
female and male categories sort much less significantly than
they did on Household and Town Importance. Males, however, are
more against public Provision of Drug and Alcohol Services and
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Mental Health Services. School children and the age demogra-
phics which were highly sorted by Household Importance and
also sorted, though to a lesser extent, by Town Importance,
are not sorted by Provision except for Housing Services, where
older adults sort in favor of Public Provision and households
with public school children sort in favor of Private Provision.
In Chapter V, we select services to consider -their demo-
graphics individually. The important points to draw for this
chapter are that only income and education sort the services
at a significance less than .05 for more than two services, and
that overall Provision sorts far fewer demographics than either
Household Importance and Town Importance.
Distribution of Responses and Demographics on Fundincg
Ability-to-pay is the most popular choice regarding how
Funding for services should be supplemented. Figure 4 is a
table of percentage responses for 1, 2 and 3 for the nine
services and the mean of the percentages (0 = no opinion and
missing are ignored). For all services, except Child Protection
Services, ability-to-pay (_f = 1) was the most popular choice.
Same-fee-to-all was the least popular choice for all services
except Child Care/Day Care, Housing and Health Services. The
mean row shows that, on average for the nine services: ability-
to-pay equals 58%, same-fee-to-all equals 17% and no-fee-for-
service equals 25%. For Town Importance there existed a senti-
ment that, in general, services were important. For Provision
the households were willing to have public involvement in pro-
viding the service. Now for Funding we observe that on average
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83% of the households are willing to see each service provided
either at no charge or on an ability to pay basis. These dis-
tributions, considered together, show a strong pro-public
involvement, pro-social service attitude for all services,
except Child Care/Day Care, which acts as a special case
Variation by Service
Variations in Funding by service tend to occur as shifts
between ability-to-pay and no-fee-for-service. The percentage
who wish the service to be the same-for-all-users is always
between 10% and 20%, except for Consumer Assistance. This
indicates that only about one-sixth of the survey population
does not want services to be subsidized to the extent that
householdsdo not have to pay or pay only by income, while the
remaining five-sixths select between ability-to-pay or free
according to characteristics of the particular service area.
The most noticeable differences in ability-to-pay and free are:
(1) Child Care/Day Care has only 3% preferring free
Provision (by far the lowest of all services). 79%
prefer ability-to-pay (the highest of all services).
(2) Health and Housing Services have larger than average
ability-to-pay and smaller free-to-all, but not as
extreme as Child Care/Day Care.
(3) Child Protection Services has the largest percentage
which thinks the service should be free (45%), a
smaller than average percentage which thinks ability-
to-pay is important.
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Figure 19 shows how the services rank if the ratio of
(same-to-all)/(free-to-all) is calculated for each service.
This table shows the willingness of the survey respondents
to let the service be ranked from those which households are
least willing to provide without charge. Ability-to-pay was
dropped because of the difficulty of determining which of these
ways the ability to pay households leaned. (Because the ranking
drops about 58% of the households, small differences in the
ratio like the difference between Senior Citizens Services (.30)
and Child Protection Services (.27) are not very important. We
will discuss the implications of these rankings at the end of
the chapter.)
Demographic Sorting
Figure 15 shows how Funding sorted the population by
demographics. The table was created in the same manner as the
other demographic tables (see description in Chapter III). The
chart shows how the demographics of households who preferred
the same-fee-to-all-users (_f = 2) differed from those households
who preferred no-charge-for-use (_f = 3) . A "+" sign shows that
the mean value of the demographic was gigher for no-charge-for-
use, a "-" sign shows it was higher for the same-fee-for-all-for-
use. Ability-to-pay households were omitted from the sort. It
may have been useful to have run a separate demographic sort of
ability-to-pay against free-to-all and aginst-no-fee -for-use
households, but I chose not to do so because of time and resource
limitations and because ability-to-pay encompasses some of the
ideas of both free-to-all and same-charge-to-all and I wanted
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to sort the population into opposing attitudes as much as
possible. (Not including the ability-to-pay households drops
the sample size by about 58% so the significance levels will
drop slightly. This is particularly relevant with Child Care/
Day Care, since only 3% of the households chose free-to-all.)
The demographics show that income and education are only
slightly sorted by Funding. Income sorts four services, but
the significance is greater than .05. Education only appears
significant for housing services. Renters favor free senior
Citizens' Services, Child Care/Day Care, Child Protection
Services. ( One might - hypothesize that renters favor
these services because: (1) Senior Citizens are often renters,
(2) Renters are exposed to more unsupervised and abused children
since they live closer to their neighbors, and (3) Renters often
have children, but little money.) Female and Male sort to a
similar extent as they did on Provision. Males did not indicate
they think consumer assistance should be free. Age and school
children have little effect, as they had little on Provision.
Households with public school children sort as being in favor
of the same-fee-for-all for Child Care/Day Care.
In Chapter V, we will consider these sorts for selected
services. The important points to notice for this chapter are
that income and education do not sort very much on Funding.
Neither do female, male, school children or the age demographics.
Homeownership matters significantly for three services and in
Chapter V we will hypothesize why. Overall Funding, like
Provision, sorts the demographics very little, far less than
Household and Town Importance.
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Before proceeding to the next section on crosstabulations,
it is useful to review certain themes which have been exposed
in the data:
(1) There exists what could be described as a pro-public
service, pro-subsidized Funding attitude in the town.
On average: 61% of the households think Town Importance
ranks 4 or 5; 85% prefer either public or mixed
Provision; and 83% choose either ability-to-pay or
free-to-all for Funding.
(2) The percentage who chose each category of answer for
four attitudinal questions varies by service. Child
Care/Day Care always comes across as the service
whose availability is least important, which has the
most sentiment for private Provision and which house-
holds do not wish to be provided free.
(3) Demographics are very important concerning whether
a household thinks that it is important a service be
available to them. They sort such that likely users
think it is more important the service be available.
Demographics affect less whether it is important
services be available in the town. When they do have
affect, likely users tend to think availability is
more important.
(4) Demographics, except for income and education for
Provision and homeownership for Funding, do not tend
to be sorted by Provision or Funding. The sorting
that does occur has lower significance levels than did
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the sorting from Household and Town Importance.
This suggests that while socio-economic factors
contribute to a large extent to whether a household
thinks a service need to be available to their
household, and to a lesser, but still significant
extent to whether the household thinks it is important
it be available in the town, other factors, not ex-
posed by the demographics, perhaps of a political
nature, must determine attitudes on Provision and
Funding.
Crosstabulation of Household and Town Importance
on Provision and Funding
This section shows how the responses to the Provision and
Funding questions are related to Household and Town Importance
through examination of crosstabulation tables. These tables,
in conjunction with the information in Chapter II and the pre-
vious sections of Chapter III allow us to organize the attitu-
dinal behavior patterns of the Arlington households. These are
the important points that will be developed:
(1) That attitudes in favor of public Provision and no-
charge-for-use associate disproportionately with
high Town Importance.
(2) That attitudes in favor of private Provision and same-
fee-to-all for services associate disproportionately
with low Town Importance.
(3) Households which favor mixed Provision of services
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disproportionately favor charging users by their
ability-to-pay.
(4) That attitudes in favor of public Provision and no-
charge-for-use associate disproportionately with high
Household Importance, and that attitudes in favor of
private Provision and same-fee-to-all-for-services
associate disproportionately with low Household Im-
portance. These associations, however, can be entirely
explained in terms of the strong link between House-
hold and Town Importance elaborated in Chapter III.
Town Importance alone is almost as good an indicator
of Provision and Funding as the combination of Town
Importance and Household Importance. This is because
households with low Household Importance but higher
Town importance (Type 2 households) tend to have the
same attitudes proportionately towards Provision and
Funding as households with both high Household Impor-
tance and high Town Importance (Type 3 households).
Information in the Appendix
The report concerns itself with six crosstabulations:
1) Household Importance and Town Importance
2) Household Importance and Provision
3) Town Importance and Provision
4) Household Importance and Funding
5) Town Importance and Funding
6) Provision and Funding
The first of these (Household Importance and Town Importance)
was discussed in Chapter III. The remaining five will be dis-
cussed in this chapter. In Chapter III, four types of tables
and charts about the crosstabulations were described.
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1) Crosstabulation tables
2) Row percentage tables
3) Normalixed multinomial deviate tables
4) Mean row percentage tables
Each of these tables is available for reference for all six
crosstabulations in the Appendix. The reader is not expected
to have to look up the available data in the Appendix unless
he wants to for curiosity or to verify analysis. The reader
will be expected to reference the six mean row percentage tables
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11.
Household and Town Importance
Crosstabulated Against Provision
The mean row percentage tables, Figures 7 and 8, provide
a way for us to observe how Household Importance and Town Im-
portance are related to Provision. These tables show how the
households which chose each level of Household or Town Importance
distributed their responses to Provision. Looking at these
tables, we observe that the percentage of households who prefer
private Provision decreases dramatically as Household or Town
Importance increases. The magnitude of the change is greater
for Town Importance than for Household Importance. When House-
hold Importance equals 1, 27% of the households prefer private
Provision; this decreases to 6% as Household Importance reaches
5. When Town Importance equals 1, 46% of the households prefer
private Provision; this decreases to 6% when Town Importance
equals 5.
The percentage of households who prefer public and mixed
Provision tends to get larger as Household and Town Importance
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increases. This pattern is more noticeable for Town Importance
than for Household Importance. For Household Importance, public
and mixed Provision increase from 25% and 48%, respectively,
when Household Importance equals 1, to 36% and 59%, respectively,
when Household Importance equals 5. For Town Importance, public
and mixed Provision increase from 24% and 30% to 30% and 66%.
These effects support the hypotheses in the Introduction
that households tend to associate low Household and Town Impor-
tance with private Provision and households tend to associate
high Household and Town Importance with public Provision. In
addition, mixed Provision associates with higher levels of
Household and Town Importance.
The normalized multi-nomial *deviate tables allow us to test
the statistical significance of these associations and whether
they apply across all services. Examination of these tables
show that the decrease in private Provision as Household and
Town Importance increases occurs in all services and has a
very high significance level. Theincreases in public Provision
and mixed Provision are not as significant. The significance
for changes in private, public and mixed is greater for Town
Importance than for Household Importance.
The deviates show that while the relative percentages of
households who prefer private, public and mixed Provision
varies by service, the association of private Provision with
low Household and Town Importance remains, as does the associa-
tion of public and mixed Provision with higher levels of House-
hold and Town Importance.
Examination of these relationships reveals that the
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households' attitudes about the Town Importance are closely
connected with attitudes about Provision, while Household Impor-
tance is only important because it tends to be related to Town
Importance, which, in turn, is related to Provision. If the
Type 2 households (who said Town Importance was greater than
Household Importance) are crosstabulated by Household and Town
Importance against Provision, one discovers that these households
share nearly identical percentage distributions with Type 3
households (who said both Household and Town Importance was high).
Therefore, it is Town Importance, not Household Importance that
is connected with Provision.
With these observations we can create a behavioral model.
Some households (Type 1) have the attitude that it is not impor-
tant services be available to themselves or their household.
They also have the attitude that that availability in the town
is also not very important. These households will not demon-
strate the bias of the larger community in favor of mixed
Provision, but will be divided as a group concerning private,
public or mixed Provision. They favor private the most, public
the least. Other households who also do not think availability
is important to themselves will have the attitude the service
should, nevertheless, be available in the town (Type 2). These
households will tend to share preferences in attitude towards
Provision with the households who thought both Household and
Town Importance was high. They will strongly favor public or
mixed (mixed being the most likely choice). Households who
indicate it is important services be available to themselves
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will almost always indicate that it is important these services
be available in the town. These households (Type 3) will
strongly favor public or mixed Provision (mixed being the most
likely choice).
This model helps explain the distribution of the responses
for the general survey population. Household Importance was
bimodal with a sizeable number of households expressing the
attitude that availability of the service was unimportant to
themselves or their family. Town Importance was not bimodal,
but important in the town. This distribution occurs as the
Type 2 households shift from low Household Importance to higher
Town Importance. Provision demonstrates a bias in favor of
public and mixed Provision, since public and mixed are the
choices of the large group who indicate Town Importance is high.
Private Provision is not chosen often, because the group which
prefers it, those households indicating low Town Importance,
makes up only a small portion of the survey population.
Earlier we identified some services as having distributions
for Provision which differed substantially from the average dis-
tribution for the nine service areas. We can account for some
of that variation, by considering the Town Importance distribution
for those services. Services which had larger than average num-
bers of households who indicated Town Importance was high are
expected to favor public and mixed Provision. Figures 17 and 18
allow us to check the usefulness of this idea. If this associa-
tion explains all variation then the rankings should match.
The figures show the rankings match fairly closely. For all
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services, except Consu. aistance, the rank by Provision is
within two positions of the rank by Town Importance. Consumer
Assistance shows a much higher level of sentiment in favor of
public Provision than its Town Importance rank suggests. (We
will address this in Chapter V.)
We observed in Chapter III that demographics were sorted
less by Town Importance than by Household Importance, even
though the attitudes about the questions were closely associated.
This occurred because demographics were not a factor separating
households who said both Household and Town Importance were low
(Type 1) and households who said only Household Importance was
low (Type 2). A similar phonomenon explains why Provision sorts
the demographics less than Town Importance sorts the demographics.
A sizeable percentage of the households who think Town Importance
is low choose public Provision. Some of the households who
indicate high Town Importance prefer private Provision. The
demographics do not appear to have much bearing on which house-
holds have these opinions. These shifts act to reduce the dif-
ferences in demographics. Demographics affect Provision
indirectly: 1) demographics affect Household Importance
2) Household Importance affects Town Importance
3) Town Importance affects Provision
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Household and Town Importance
Crosstabulated Against Funding
Figures 9 and 10 are the mean row percentage tables for
Household Importance and Funding and for Town Importance
and Funding. They show that as Household and Town Importance
increases, the percentage of households who choose some-fee-
to-all decreases and the percentage who choose no-fee-for-service
increases. As Provision, the magnitude of the change in percen-
tage is greater for Town Importance than for Household Importance.
The percentage of households who prefer same-fee-to-all decreases
from 24% to 10% as Household Importance increases from 1 to 5.
The percentage who prefer no-fee-for-service increases from 20%
to 31% as Household Importance increases. When Town Importance
increases from 1 to 5 the percentage who prefer same-fee-to-all
drops from 36% to 10%. The percentage who chose no-fee-for-
service increases from 15% to 29%.
The normalized multinomial deviates show that the connection
between Household Importance and Funding and between Town
Importance and Funding are statistically significant and that
the connection exists for all nine service areas. The magnitude
of the deviates tend to be a bit smaller than those when House-
hold and Town Importance were crosstabulated on Provision,
suggesting that the connection is slightly less strong for Funding.
As we observed for Provision, the deviates show a stronger
connection when Funding is crosstabulated with Town Importance
rather than Household Importance. Analysis shows that the impor-
tant connection is Town Importance. As with Provision, households
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who indicate Household Importance is low, but Town Importance
is high, distribute their attitudes on Funding like households
who indicate that both Household and Town Importance is high.
We can construct an attitudinal model about Funding, as
we did for Provision. Regardless of the level of Town Importance,
50-60% of the households will pick ability-to-pay. The varia-
tions of interest occur in the remaining 40-50%. Some households
(Type 1) have the attitude that it is not important services
be available to their household or in the town. The households
in this group who do not choose ability-to-pay will favor same-
fee-to-all over no-fee-for-service by an average of about 2:1.
Other households (Type 2) have the attitude that availability
in the town is important even though availability is not impor-
tant to them. The households in this group who do not choose
ability to pay will favor no-fee-for-service over same-fee-to-all
similar to Type 3 households. The Type 3 households think it
is important services be available to the household. They will
nearly always say it is important the service be available in
the town. Type 3 households who do not choose ability-to-pay
will choose no-fee-for-service over same-fee-to-all by an average
of better than 2:1.
This crosstabulation supports the hypothesis in the Intro-
duction that households would tend to associate no-fee-for-service
more than same-fee-to-all with high Importance levels and vice
versa for low Importance levels. The bias towards ability-to-pay,
regardless of Importance level, shows that many households choose
this third alternative, however. Earlier in this chapter we
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noticed that the percentage who prefer ability-to-pay versus
the percentage who prefer no-fee-for-service varies widely by
service. This implies that households understood each of the
choices available for Funding as distinct alternatives appli-
cable to different services.
This crosstabulation supports the hypothesis, stated in
the Introduction, that households would tend to associate
no-fee-for-service more with Importance levels. What the
hypothesis failed to anticipate was the strong bias towards
ability-to-pay for all Town Importance levels and how greatly
attitudes towards Funding would vary by service area. The
distribution of Town Importance does contribute to no-fee-for-
service being generally a more popular choice than same-fee-
to-all, since there are more households who think Town Impor-
tance is high than think it is low.
Figure 19 shows the households ranked by (same-to-all)/
(free-to-all). We can see how muct Town Importance affects
the relative ranking of the services concerning Funding by
comparing Figures 17 and 19. The rankings are similar, but
show that some shifting in position does exist. Of particular
note, households wanted free Funding of Child Protection and
not free Funding of Housing Services more than Town Importance
rank would have suggested.
Figure 15 shows how the demographics sort as the survey
population is divided between the no-fee-for-service and same-
fee-to-all households. Our earlier discussion pointed out that
this sort was not very significant for most categories except
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in a couple of cases, including three services concerning
owner/rent. As with Provision, this indicates that Funding
tends to be only indirectly connected to the demographics:
1) demographics affect Household Importance
2) Household Importance affects Town Importance
3) Town Importance affects Funding
Provision Crosstabulated
Against Funding
Having discovered connections between Town Importance
and Provision, and Town Importance and Funding, it is logical
a connection will exist between Provision and Funding. Figure 11
is the mean row percentage table for this crosstabulation. If
considered in conjunction with the deviate tables, it shows that
statistically significant ties exist between: private Provision
and same-fee-to-all; public Provision and no-fee-for-service;
and mixed and ability-to-pay. All three ties exist in nearly
all services.
These ties are consistent with our previous observations,
and support the hypotheses that low Town Importance, private
Provision, and same-fee-to-all are commonly shared attitudes,
as are high Town Importance, public Provision and no-fee-for-
service. The tie between mixed Provision and ability-to-pay
makes sense, as these were both the alternative responses and
show a middle group between the other two sets of shared atti-
tudes.
Figures 18 and 19 allow us to compare the rankings of the
services by Provision and Funding. They have iilarities but
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but do show differences. These differences in rank illustrate
that the match between private Provision and same-fee-to-all
and public Provision and free-to-all varies by service area.
CHAPTER V
DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES
AND DEMOGRAPHICS BY SERVICE AREA
My approach to this survey data is directed from an econo-
mic perspective. I am interested in assembling the ways in
which household attitudes in society concerning Importance of
availability, Provision and Funding tie together across society
and, thereby, influence public opinion and policy. I am also
interested in the ways in which opinions on these issues signi-
ficantly sort the population. In this section I expand my area
of inquiry and hypothesize about the ways in which the qualities
of the individual service levels influence societal attitudes
towards services. I suggest what some of these qualities about
services might be, but do not try to set up variables or models
to test them. My objective is only to pose hypotheses which
could be tested in later research. Such research would add to
the usefulness of the attitudinal behavior exposed in the
preceding two chapters.
I have selected to examine four services: Child Protection,
Senior Citizens Services, Child Care/Day Care and Consumer
Assistance.
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Child Protection
Child Protection has low Household Importance, but high
Town Importance. Many households perceive availability as
important in the town even if availability is not important to
themselves or their family. On Provision, 49% indicated public,
43% mixed and 9% private, ranking it eight (only Senior Citizens
Services has a lower ratio) concerning the (Private Provision)/
(Public Provision). On Funding, 43% chose ability-to-pay, 45%
no-fee-for-service and only 12% same-fee-to-all, ranking it
with the lowest (same-fee-to-all)/(free-to-all) ratio. These
results indicate that there exists an exceptionally strongly
shared attitude in the survey population that Child Protection
should be available in the town; that the public sector should
be involved in provision; and that no one should be denied
access by income.
Figures 12, 13, 14, 15 show that the demographics tend
only to sort on Household Importance. (The exception is the
sort of renter/homeowners on Funding. One can imagine a
number of reasons why the sort occurs, such as renters' in-
creased exposure to abused children by living closer to them
in apartment units. For my analysis, it is sufficient simply
to note that the sort exists.) Therefore, households share the
attitudes about Child Protection services regardless of demo-
graphics. The thing which distinguishes the service from
others is probably a gut feeling people have about children
and their rights not to be abused. Such feelings normally are
not identified in research done with an economic perspective,
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since such feelings are psychological. This service, therefore,
shows that part of what will affect how attitudes about a service
are distributed are commonly shared psychological attitudes
about the service. If the service involves projection of some
group of people to whom the survey population tends to be sym-
pathetic, then I would hypothesize Town Importance will be high
and there will be a shared sentiment for public Provision and
to keep the service affordable to all.
Senior Citizens' Services
Senior Citizens' Services, like Child Protection, demon-
strates a shared attitude that availability of Senior Citizens'
Services is important in the town and that there should be
public or mixed Provision. Funding should be free or by ability-
to-pay. Senior Citizens' Services either rank 8th or 9th for
Town Importance, Provision and Funding, according to Figures 17,
18 and 19. Unlike Child Protection Services, however, it also
has a high Household Importance level. The bias in favor of
high Town Importance is accompanied by a bias in favor of high
Household Importance.
Several hypotheses are available for why this service ranks
as it does. One, evidenced by the high Household Importance,
is that this is a service which much of the survey population
either currently uses or intends to use. This causes Household
Importance to be high, which, as we showed in Chapter III, leads
to high Town Importance. Chapter IV showed that this, high
Town Importance, will tend to associate itself with attitudes in
favor of public participation in Provision and no-fee-for-service
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and ability-to-pay for Funding. This hypothesis argues that
it is the attitude of high Household Importance which matters
for the service. The attribute of the service which is impor-
tant by this argument is that the service be one the survey
population may someday use.
A second hypothesis is that the service ranks as it does
because Arlington historically has provided a wide variety of
Senior Citizens' Services and, therefore, the surveyed house-
holds are already comfortable with having this service provided
through public and mixed Provision and with having the costs
subsidized. The important attribute by this hypothesis is that
it is important to know to what extent the service already
exists in the town.
A third hypothesis is that Senior Citizens' Services, like
Child Protection Services, are different because of a psycho-
logical feeling shared in the town that older people need to be
adequately cared for.
The demographics for Senior Citizens' Services show that
households with older adults think this service area is impor-
tant to them, while those with middle aged adults think it is
less important. This tends to show these middle age adult
households were not future-minded. This goes against the logic
of the first hypothesis. Income and education are sorted by
Household and Town Importance. Age is also sorted. This shows
that, unlike Child Protection, demographic distinctions do not
disappear on Town Importance. Therefore, the feeling that old
people should be provided for, in the third hypothesis, could not
be said to hold regardless of demographics. Renters prefer
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no-fee-for-use.
Senior Citizens' Services, thus, illustrates that there
exists several possible attributes which could contribute to
a service having high Household Importance, high Town Importance,
public and mixed Provision and no-fee-for-use and ability-to-pay
for Funding.
Consumer Assistance
Consumer Assistance is unique in that it has the fewest
number of Type 2 households. Figure 5 shows only 18% of the
households thought Town Importance was greater than Household
Importance for this service. 6% indicated Town Importance
was less than Household Importance. This compares with the
means of 32% and 3% for these two values for the nine services.
It is also the only service which had more responses for House-
hold Importance = 3 than Household Importance = 1. Consumer
Assistance, therefore, is a service area in which fewer than
average have strong opinions about whether availability is
important both to the household and in the town. The demogra-
phic sorts on Household and Town Importance show that it does
not sort by age, but renters, the poor and the less educated
think availability is more important to themselves and their
households than homeowners, the less poor and more educated,
and renters think it is somewhat more important in town than
men and homeowners.
A large percentage of the population (49%) prefer this
service be publically provided. 40% prefer mixed Provision.
Only 9% prefer private Provision.
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One hypothesis about this service is that it does not
split Household Importance bimodally because it is not a
particularly useful service to only certain age groups.
Consumer Assistance is one of the few services which does not
sort demographically by age even for Household Importance.
This also could explain why fewer households than for other
services indicate that Town Importance and Household Importance
are different, since few households will be forced by their
demographic characteristics to think they will never use the
service even if they think the town whould have the service
available. An important attribute of the service, by this hypo-
thesis, is whether the service is targeted to only portions of
the population.
A second hypothesis is that these services are placed in
the public sector and not cause a bimodal split on Household
Importance because it is viewed as an inexpensive service to
provide relative to the other services.
Child Care/Day Care
Child Care/Day Care ranks the lowest on Figures 16, 17, 18
and 19. There is apparently some attribute or attributes about
this service which make it have less Household and Town Impor-
tance than for all other services, and to have both the highest
(private/public) ratio and the highest (same-fee-to-all/no-fee-
for-service) ratio for all services.
One hypothesis corresponds to the first hypothesis presented
about Senior Citizens' Services. The distribution for Senior
Citizens' Services distribute themselves as they do because few
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households in the the town ever expect to use these services.
Few households have young children and many who do probably
would not use the service, therefore Household Importance is
low. This tends to associate (through the attitudinal behavior
already described in the last two chapters) with itself rather
than with low Town Importance and private Provision and same-
fee-to-all.
A second hypothesis corresponds to the second hypothesis
presented about Senior CItizens' Services. Arlington, at the
time of the survey, did not provide very much publically provided
or publically subsidized day care, and was underenrolled in its
after-school child care efforts. Lacking good examples, the
attitudes of the households were that it was relatively unim-
portant and not a good area for solely public involvement. An
important attribute, therefore, would be the current extent of
town involvement in the service in the town.
A third hypothesis suggests the service ranks as it does
because it deals with child rearing, which is an area in which
many households do not wish the public sector to be involved,
perhaps because it is anticipated as being too expensive. This
hypothesis suggests that important attributes to consider are
whether the service affects areas in which households in the
town share common values about family structure and development,
and whether the service is perceived as inexpensive or costly.
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Review and Organization of 'the Possible Attributes
These attributes of services can be grouped together into
four areas:
(1) Does the service provide for the needs of a special group?
Child Protection and Senior Citizens' Services were both
hypothesized to have had high Town Importance, preferences
for public and mixed Provision, and subsidized Funding
because they concered the needs of special segments of the
population which the population was committed to protecting.
(2) Is a sizeable portion of the population likely to see them-
selves as potential users of the service? Is this popula-
tion demographically distinct?
Senior Citizens' Services were hypothexized to have high
Town and Household Importance and to have low (private/
public) and (same-fee-to-all/no-fee-for-use) ratios because
the service area is likely to be used now or in the future
by a large portion of the survey population. Child Care/
Day Care had low Household and Town Importance because it
did not match well as a service area with the demographics
of the population. Consumer Assistance did not split
bimodally on Household Importance because it was somewhat
valuable to all demographic groups, but not of any special
value to any one group.
(3) Is the service already in place in the town?
Senior Citizens' Services were hypothesized to thave been
an acceptable area of public involvement because households
were already used to these services in the town. Child
Care/Day Care, on the other hand, is an area which had not
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demonstrated substantial public involvement in Arlington.
(4) Is the service area perceived as a costly service or as
an area which the public sector should not get involved
in?
Child Care/Day Csre were hypothesized to have low Household
and Town Importance and high (private/public) and (same-fee-
to-all/no-charge-for-use) ratios because the service area
was seen as expensive and possibly an area best kept out
of the public sector by a large portion of the population.
Consumer Assistance was hypothesized to have been a service
households were willing to put in the public sector, partly
because it was perceived as inexpensive.
Hypothesizing about Other Services
These hypotheses show an area of research which would
complement my work on attitudinal behavior patterns. Such
research would help explain the differences by service area which
occur in the data. If I had more time available I would have
attempted to test these hypotheses myself. To demonstrate how
such research could be used, I imagine for the rest of this
chapter that the hypotheses I created are all true. I have
selected four services, not involved in the survey, the specu-
late how one could predict the survey population's attitudes
toward these services. The services are: an Art Series,
Advisory Fire Inspection, Drivers' Education and Town Bus Service.
Household Importance
Distributionally each of these four services should demon-
strate a bimodal distribution for Household Importance, like
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the nine services inour survey. The Art Series, however, may
have a large _y = 3 and be less bimodal if it will have a
location and cover topics of general interest to a wide variety
of households, since the service would share characteristics
with Consumer Assistance of being of possible use to all groups
in the population. The Advisory Fire Inspection could also
be less bimodal and have a large _y = 3 if it was equally attrac-
tive to homeowners and renters. Drivers' Education will be
bimodal, but weighted towards _y = 1, since the service will
only be directly useful to households with people who will
become new drivers (primarily those small number of households
with teenagers under 16). Town Bus Service will be bimodal as
some households will anticipate bus use and others will not.
It will probably be in about the middle of the Household Impor-
tance ranking.
Household Importance will tend to sort these services
demographically into likely and non-likely users. Whether
the Art Series sorts by age depends on the particular series.
Advisory Fire Inspection may probably be favored by households
with more elderly and by those with less education and income.
Drivers' Education will sort by age, probably to a very high
significance level. Town Bus Service will probably sort such
that the elderly, renters, low income and low education favor
the service more.
Town Importance
Distributionally, each service should see a shift toward
t = 4 and t = 5 as in the nine s urveyed services. The
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households should be shifting such that you have Type 1
(Household and Town Importance is low), Type 2 (Household
Importance is low, but Town Importance is higher), and Type 3
(Household Importance and Town Importance is high) households
as in the nine services in the survey. The Arts Series will
probably not have many Type 2 households, as it will be a service
which, like Consumer Assistance, is not likely to be seen as
very important for households who do not have high Household
Importance. Therefore, it will have a low Town Importance.
Advisory Fire Inspection will have a large Type 2 group, since
even households who do not plan to use the service will tend to
think that it is a good inexpensive way to protect people. It
will, therefore, have a high Town Importance. Drivers' Education
will have many Type 2 households, as well, since it also is seen
as promoting safety at a fairly low cost. The Town Importance
will still be low for this service, however, because Household
Importance is so low. Town Bus Service will have a large Type 2
group who will not be using the bus, but will think it is a good
idea the service should be provided. It will have medium-high
Town Importance
Town Importance will tend to sort the demographics less
significantly than Household Importance. Sorts that do occur
will allways be the same in sign as the sort for Household Impor-
tance. For the Art Series it is possible no sort will occur
if the series is fairly accessible and acceptable to all ages.
Advisory Fire Inspection, Drivers' Education and Town Bus
Service may still sort by age, rent, income or education, but
not very significantly.
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Provision
The Art Series will probably have a large percentage
who prefer both public and mixed Provision. Public Provision
will be popular because the service is available to everyone,
and is low cost. If the Series is expensive, public Provision
may be less popular, as households tend to connect public
Provision with no-fee-for-use. Mixed will be popular because
mixed is the general sentiment of the town for all services.
The Arts Series should have a fairly low (private/public) ratio.
Advisory Fire Inspection will have preference towards public
Provision, because of an association of protection traditionally
with the public sector (Firemen, Policemen, Health Inspectors).
Public Provision will also be popular because of the connection
in household attitude between high Town Importance and public
Provision. Very few households will want the Advisory Fire
Inspection to be all private. A number of households will
choose mixed because it is the general bias in the town. The
(private/public) ratio will be very low.
Drivers' Education will be primarily mixed Provision with
a large number of households preferring private Provision.
Mixed will be most popular because it is the general bias in
the town. Private will be popular because Town Importance is
low, and these two are attitudally connect. The (private/public)
ratio will be higher than for most service areas. Town Bus
Service will probably follow the general bias of the town and
have the most popular preference be mixed Provision. Public
will be second choice since Town Importance is fairly high.
Currently, examples like the fiscal problems of the MBTA may
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discrouage public Provision as a choice. Private Provision is
an unlikely alternative as the attitude of the town is generally
in favor of some level of public involvement especially if
Town Importance is high. The (private/public) ratio will be low.
Provision will tend to sort these services demographically
only by income and education. If the services are sorted, it
will be in the direction that higher incomes and education tend
to mean more of a preference for private Provision, less pre-
ference for public Provision.
Funding
The Art Series will probably have a high percentage of
same-fee-to-all and no-fee-for service. Ability-to-pay will
probably be low because households will not consider it that
bad if access is denied by income, as with Child Protection, and
because it is awkward to try to price-differentiate by income
for something like an art show. Whether same-fee-to-all or
no-fee-for-service is preferred will depend on the same issues
as the Importance questions. If the Series is tailored to a
particular group, Town Importance will be lower and same-fee-to-
all the Funding choice. If the Series is interesting and acces-
sible to many groups then Town Importance will be higher and
no-fee-for-service would be a likely choice. In this latter
case, the (same-fee-to-all/no-fee-for-service) ratio will be
low. Advisory Fire Inspection will have ability-to-pay as the
most popular choice. This lessens the financial burden of the
service to the town without denying access to the poor. (It
was also the most popular choice for all nine of the surveyed
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services.) Second most popular choice would be no-fee-for-
service, since it is connected with public Provision, as I
showed in Chapter IV. The (same-fee-to-all/no-fee-for use)
ratio will be low.
Drivers' Education will have ability-to-pay as the most
popular choice, as it was for the nine surveyed services.
Second most popular will be same-fee-to-all, as this is what
associates with low Town Importance. The (same-fee-to-all/
no-fee-for-use) ratio should be high.
Funding will tend not to sort the households demographi-
cally, except that renters may sort one or more of the services
(Town Bus Service probably being the most likely to be sorted).
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
Summary
In this report I have identified how household and societal
attitudes about Household Importance, Town Importance, Provision
and Funding are interrelated, and have shown how these inter-
relationships led to the observed distributions for these four
questions. The most significant interrelationships occur within
the model shown below:
Demographic
Characteristics of
the Population
Distribution of Attitudes
on Household Importance
2
Distribution of
Attitudes for
Town Importance
3 4
Distribution of 5 Distribution of
Attitudes for (-) Attitudes for
Provision Funding
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(1) Demographic Characteristics of the Population -
Distribution of Attitudes on Household Importance
The demographics of the population tend to sort signi-
ficantly on Household Importance. Households which indicate
that Household Importance is low (_y = 1 or _y = 2) tend to
be more educated and have lower household income than households
which indicate that Household Importance is high (_y = 4 or
_y = 5), for most services. The households with high Household
Importance are most likely to have those demographical charac-
teristics associated with likely users of the service.
Household Importance tends to be bimodally distributed:
most households chose either _y = 1 or _y = 5. The relative
size of _y = 1 and _y = 5 varies by service area. If the demo-
graphics of the population changed, we would expect a change
in the ratio of _y = 1 and _y = 5 for most services if the
demographic was one significantly sorted by Household Impor-
tance.
(2) Distribution of Attitudes for Household Importance }
Distribution of Attitudes for Town Importance
Town Importance is distributed such that for most services
most households indicate _y = 4 or _y = 5. This means that
more households think service is important in the town than
think services are important to their households or their
families. Crosstabulation shows that nearly all households
said either Town Importance was as important as Household
Importance or that it was more important. Statistically sig-
nificant ties exist for each for households to say Household
and Town Importance are equal. Town Importance is not bimodally
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distributed because many households who said _y = 1 say
_t> 1.
Demographics sorts are less significant for Town Importance
but changes in demographics may affect Town Importance through
their effects on Household Importance. If Household Importance
is lower, Town Importance will also tend to lower and vice versa.
(3) Distribution of Attitudes for Town Importance )
Distribution of Attitudes for Provision
Provision is distributed with a strong bias in favor
of mixed Provision. Public and private Provision are the second
and third most popular choices. Private Provision ties very
significantly with _t = 1 and _t = 2 for Town Importance. Public
and mixed Provision tie significantly with _t = 4 and _t = 5 for
Town Importance. The bias in Town Importance of thinking
services are important, therefore, ties very strongly with the
bias in the distribution of Provision that mixed or public
Provision is best. If Town Importance for a service is high,
mixed and public Provision will also tend to be high.
(4) Distribution of Attitudes for Town Importance )
Distribution of Attitudes for Funding.
The survey respondents overwhelmingly preferred charging
by ability-to-pay regardless of the level of Town Importance.
Same-fee-to-all ties statistically with Town Importance equals
1 or 2. No-fee-for-service ties statistically with Town Impor-
tance equals 4 or 5. No-fee-for-service households outnumber
same-fee-to-all because more households indicate high Town
Importance. If Town Importance should go up, the number of
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households preferring no-fee-for-use is likely to up as well.
If Town Importance should go down more households will prefer
same-fee-to-all.
Provision and Funding both link to Household Importance
through Town Importance. If Town Importance is known, we can
not predict Provision or Funding better if Household Importance
is also known. Demographics do not tend to sort very signifi-
cantly for Provision and Funding in most cases. This is partly
because they have two steps removed from the demographic sorting
by Household Importance.
(5) Distribution of Attitudes for Provision--Distribution
of Attitudes for Funding
Provision and Funding are interrelated. Same-fee-to-all
is statistically tied to private Provision, no-fee-for use ties
to public Provision. Mixed ties with ability-to-pay.
Usefulness of Findings
These relationships provide very useful information because
they help us to: 1) organize households according to shared
attitudinal behaviors; 2) predict how the households would
distribute answers for other service areas; and 3) predict how
households would prefer social service Provision, Funding and
availability to change.
The findings indicate that groups of households often
share the same attitudes. Early in my research I was interested
in identifying whether there was a strong preference for house-
holds to divide into two groups: 1) households who had low
Household and Town Imprnce and preferred public Provision
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and chose no-fee-for-use. The data show that these are all
statistically significant ties, but these households do not make
up a very large portion of the population since there was so
strong a bias towards mixed Provision and Funding by ability-to-
pay.
My research has tried to identify which patterns occurred
so strongly that they would apply to service areas other than
just the nine in the survey. Most of the findings fit this
category, including all of the findings in the summary at the
beginning of this chapter. I also showed in Chapter V hypotheses
for research about the relationship between attributes of
services and household and societal attitudes. I showed how
the results could allow a researcher or decision-maker to
predict attitudes for additional services in the town. Being
able to predict such information accurately should allow for
better, more well-informed policy making.
My findings show how attitudes are tied together and
identify services about which the survey population displays
different distributions and attitudinal behaviorthan for most
other services. In an era of fiscal austerity, it is very useful
to know or to be able to predict attitudes and preferences about
services. This allows policy makers to reallocate resources in
ways which match as closely as possible the preferences of the
public. For example, if we assume that the survey population
represents fairly closely the attitude of Arlington, we could
see which service areas are most likely to display the strongest
sentiments for and against continued public involvement and
Funding subsidies.
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If we reconsider the four surveyed serviceswe examined
in Chapter IV, in this light we could predict the following
sorts of changes might occur under a budget cutback:
Child Protection Services: It is unlikely these services would
be cut. The households felt strongly enough about these
services that they indicated high Town Importance though
they themselves did not have children. 91% wanted public
or mixed Provision and 88% wanted either ability-to-pay
or no-fee-for-service for Funding. These services, there-
fore, would probably be one of the last to be cut.
Senior Citizens' Services: These services are also unlikely
to be cut back since there is a strongly shared belief that
these services are highly important. 94% wanted either
public or mixed Provision. 90% wanted either ability-to-
pay or no-fee-for-service for Funding.
Consumer Assistance: These services are likely to be shifted to
towards more changes for using the services; cutbacks in
service levels may also occur. Consumer Assistance showed
that not many households thought Town Importance was greater
than their own Household Importance. It was placed in the
public sector, but there was not much to indicate that many
households thought it was overly important. It also had the
highest percentage of households (26%) which preferred
same-fee-to-all. I would expect,therefore, that programs
which did not normally charge for their services or charged
by ability-to-pay may begin charging flat rates.
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Child Care/Day Care: These services are very likely to be
cut out of public sector involvement under budget cuts.
They have the fewest households which think availability
is important for Household Importance and Town Importance.
Sentiment would seem to be that under budget constraints
it would make sense to allow it to be operated by the public
sector, perhaps with some amount of ability-to-pay assis-
tance.
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PPEN TY T
SOCIAL SERVICES IN ARLINGTON
This section is a reproduction of data originally included
in the appendix of:
Social Services Task Force of the Selectmen's Committee
for Service Priorities, Final Report, Town of Arlington,
Massachusetts, 1980.
Prepared by the Selectmen's Committee for Service Priorities
PLEASE RETURN BY MARCH 19, 1980
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DEFINITIONS
The information on this page defines the terms used in the text of the survey. Some of the services and
programs listed in this survey have very specific names. Since you may be unfamiliar with some of these
definitions, the following definitions are provided as reference to the questionnaire.
Refer to this page when answering the questions. The definitions make clear the types of programs and
services offered in each service area.
PRIVATE PROVIDER Private providers fall into two categories: (a) for profit; and (b) not for profit.
These services derive funding from a diversity of sources: user fees, donations, foundation and government
grants, special events, etc. They may also receive funding from a combination of any of these sources.
PUBLIC PROVIDER Public providers are those that rely upon funding from either the federal, state, or
local government to finance the service and may in part use fees to complement these funds.
CHILD CARE/DAY CARE This service area includes after school programs, nursery schools, and full day
day care services. Federal and private agencies provide these services.
CHILD PROTECTION SERVICES This includes: education and counseling in the community on the
problems of child abuse and neglect; and information and referral for families and children who are in
need of protective services. State agencies provide these services.
COMMUNITY OUTREACH Most services have a community outreach program. These are special
projects that provide community education and increase awareness to problems in the community and
to services available.
CONSUMER ASSISTANCE These are services and programs that offer information and referral, consumer
protection information, legal assistance and assistance in landlord/tenant issues. State and town agencies
provide these services.
DRUG AND ALCOHOL RELATED SERVICES Services include detoxification and treatment for
alcoholism, inpatient and outpatient services, information and referral for long-term care, and community
education about the problems of alcoholism and drug abuse. Federal, state, town, and private agencies
provide these services.
HEALTH SERVICES Health related services include primary health care; physicians, dentists, and nurses;
preventive health education and nutrition information; home health care; nursing home services; and
hospital services. Federal, state, town, and private agencies provide these services.
HOUSING Housing refers to the provision of housing to the elderly and others with low or moderate
incomes. Some public housing is made available only to those with low incomes. Federal and state agencies
provide funds to the Arlington Housing Authority for the provision of public housing.
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES This service area includes: family, individual, and group counseling;
inpatient and outpatient care; information and referral for care; temporary shelter and foster homes; and
self-help groups. Federal, state, town and private agencies provide these services.
SENIOR CITIZEN SERVICES The services provided to the elderly include: transportation, nutrition,
health, recreation, information on financial assistance, counseling, employment counseling, and home care
services. Federal, town and private agencies provide these services.
YOUTH SERVICES The services provided for youth are: recreation; out-of-school education; employ-
ment training; individual, family, and group counseling; drug and alcohol counseling; and programs for
children with special needs. Federal, state, town, and private agencies provide these services.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Please read carefully
Goal of the Survey
This questionnaire is being sent to 10% of the households in Arlington. The results will be tabulated and
incorporated into a final report to the Selectmen, Department Heads and Town Meeting members.
Instructions
The survey is divided into FOUR parts. PLEASE BE CERTAIN TO COMPLETE ALL FOUR PARTS.
The entire survey should take no more than 30 minutes to complete.
Objectives of the Survey
The survey is designed to find out the following information:
0
0
The importance of each different kind of social and human service to the people of Arlington.
The ways in which the delivery of human and social services can be improved or changed.
Confidentiality
Your responses to these survey questions are strictly confidential and your privacy will be completely
preserved.
There are two envelopes to guarantee your anomymity. The numbered outside envelopes will be opened
and separated from the questionnaires (in the inner envelopes) by research personnel at the University of
Massachusetts. The numbered outside envelopes will enable us only to determine who has not responded,
and we may call these individuals to request again their participation. The inner envelope, with the ques-
tionnaire, which can no longer be traced to you, will be opened just prior to computer analysis.
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PART I
1. The Town of Arlington and a number of private, non-profit, and public agencies provide a number of
services to the people of this community. How important is it that these social services be available
now or in the future to YOU OR YOUR FAMILY.
(Please rate the importance of each service by circling one number)
Service:
A. Child Care/Day Care
N = 443
B. Child Protection Services
N = 440
C. Consumer Assistance
8 = 446D. Drug and Alcohol
Related Services
N = 444
E. ealth Services
N = 455
F. Housing
N = 443
G. Mental Health Services
N = 437
H. Senior Citizen Services
N = 4611. Youth Services
N = 442
Not
Important
1 2 3
49 7 10
42 5 9
15
38
7 22
7 14
14 5 10
29 8 13
27 8 17
19 4 11
31 3 15
Very
Important
4 5
8 18
8 30
13 38
9 27
13 56
9 37
9 32
11 52
12 33
2. The Town of Arlington and a number of private, non-profit, and public agencies provide a number of
services to the people of this community. How important is it that these social services be available
now or in the future in YOUR COMMUNITY.
(Please rate the importance of each service by circling one number)
Service:
A. RhiId are/Day Care
B. Child Protection ServicesN = 4 33
C. Consumer Assistance
N = 436
D. Drug and Alcohol
Related Services
N = 437
E. Health Services
N = 444
F. Housing
S= .441
G. ental Health Services
N = 432
H. Senor Gzizen Services
N = 456i
I. Youth Services
N = 438
Not
Important
1 2 3
19 9 19
11 4 15
10 8 19
11 4 20
7 3 10
10 7 19
9 5 21
6 2 10
9 3 16
Very
Important
4 5
11 32
13 52
15 43
14 47
15 62
14 47
16 44
15 63
18 bU
No
Opinion
0
8
7
4
5
2
5
5
2
6
No
Opinion
0
9
5
4
5
3
4
5
3
5
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PART 11
A. CHILD CARE/DAY CARE
1. Listed below are some of the available child care/day care services. Please indicate how you think
each of these services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) After School
Day Care
N = 453
(b) Community
Education
N = 456
(c) Full-Day Day
Care
N = 455
(d) Infant Care
N = 453
10 6 providing more of the service
19 publicizing the service better
6 making the service cheaper to use
0.4 making the service easier to get to
0.4 other
3 more than (specify)
one way
17 9 providing more of the service23 publicizing the service better
4 changing or extending the hours
of service
1 other
2 more than (specify)
one way
10 11 providing more of the service
12 publicizing the service better
7 making the service cheaper to use
0.2 making the service easier to get to
0.9 changing or extending the hours
of service
1 other
2 more than (specify)
one way
9 9 providing more of the service
13 publicizing the service better
5 making the service cheaper to use
0.8 making the service easier to get to
1 changing to extending the hours
of service
0.8 other
2 more than (specify)
one way
13
7
12
11
43
37
43
47
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B. CHILD PROTECTION SERVICES
1. Listed below are some of the available child protection services. Please indicate how you think
each of these services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) Community
Education
and Outreach
N = 454
(b) Counseling
fo Child
and Family
N = 449
16
14
12 providing more of the service
29 publicizing the service better
1 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.2 other
1 more than (specify)
one way
12 providing more of the service
26 publicizing the service better
3 making the service cheaper to use
2 making the service easier to get to
0.9 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 more than one way
0.6 other
(specify) .
(c) Information
and Referral
N = 455
15 11 providing more of the service
30 publicizing the service better
0.6 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 more than one way
0.4 other
(specify)
6
6
34
32
346
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C. CONSUMER ASSISTANCE
1. Listed below are some of the available consumer assistance services. Please indicate how you think
each of these services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) Consumer
Protection
N = 452
(b) Information
and Referrals
N = 451
(c) Landlord/
Tenant Issues
N = 452
(d) Legal Assistance 14
N = 451
18 17 providing more of the service
42 publicizing the service better
0.6 changing or extending the hours
of service
4 more than one way
0.2 other
(specify)
19 13
38
1
4
0
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
changing or ex-tending the hours
of service
more than one way
other
(specify)
19 10 providing more of the service
34 publicizing the service better
0.4 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 more than one way
0.6 other
(specify)
20 providing more of the service
37 publicizing the service better
1 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 more than one way
0.2 other
(specify)
6
6
13
19
25
17
8
7
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D. DRUG AND ALCOHOL RELATED SERVICES
1. Listed below are some of the available drug and alcohol related services. Please indicate how you
think each of these services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) Community
Education
and Outreach
19
N = 453
(b) Counseling
N = 449
16
17 providing more of the service
28 publicizing the service better
0. 6 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.4 other
2 more than (specify)
one way
17 providing more of the service
22 publicizing the service better
5 making the service cheaper to use
2 making the service easier to get to
1 changing or extending the hours
of service
4 more than one way
1 other
(specify).,
(c) Detoxification 15
N = 452
(d) Self-help
groups
N = 451
16
25
1
2
3
15 15
31
2
0.4
3
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
changing or extending the hours
of service
other
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service easier to get to
other
more than (specify)
one way
4
4
28
27
6
4
33
29
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E. HEALTH SERVICES
1. Listed below are some of the available health services. Please indicate how you think each of these
services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) Emergency
medical
programs
N = 454
(b) Health
education
programs
N = 457
(c) Health
professionals
N = 456
(d) Mother-child
health programs
N = 452
(e) Multi-service
health
centers
N = 4 53
27 19
24
9
3
0
1
4
23 18
33
2
0
2
22 14
22
14
1
2
1
4
17 1025
4
2
0
1
4
14 19
28
8
2
1
01
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
.2 changing or extending the hours
of service
other
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
changing or extending the hours
of service
.9 other _
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
changing or extending the hours
of service
other
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
. 6 changing or extending the hours
of service
other
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
c h 7r .q o r 2t P r i tg h? -1 ! L
of ser ice
9 other
more than (specify)
one way
0.8
4
3
5
5
11
18
17
33
19
.
4 .
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E. HEALTH SERVICES (continued)
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK Service is No
as is Might be improved by: Unnecessary Opinion
Service:
(f) Nursing home 17 19 providing more of the service 2 21
service 14 publicizing the service better
19 making the service cheaper to use
N = 452 2 making the service easier to get to
2 other
4 more than (specify)
one way
(g) Nutrition 18 16 providing more of the service 5 24
programs 27 publicizing the service better
4 making the service cheaper to use
N = 2 making the service easier to get to
0.4 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.4 other
3 more than (specify)
one way
(h) Occupational/ 19 14 providing more of the service 6 30
Environmental 25 publicizing the service better
Health 3 making the service cheaper to use
Services 1 changing or extending the hours
N = 455 of service
0.2other
2 more than (specify)
one way
2. Do you think it is important for the following mental health services to be located within the
town boundaries of Arlington?
YES NO
N = 4 30(a) 74 26 hot line information services
N = 429(b) 75 25 individual, family or group counseling
N = 417(c) 49 51 in-patient psychiatric programs
N 426(d) 70 30 mental health education programs
N = 422(e) 68 32 self-help groups
N 417(f) 59 41 temporary shelters
N = 417(g) 62 38 foster homes
N = 414(h) 43 57 group homes
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F. HOUSING
1. Listed below are some of the available types of public housing. Please indicate how you think each
of.these types might be improved.
(Please check one response for each type.)
OK Service is No
as is Might be improved by: Unnecessary Opinion
Type of Public Housing:
(a) for the elderly 18 41 providing more 3 156 publicizing the service better
N = 449 9 making the service cheaper to use
2 improving the location of housing
2 other
4 more than (specify)
one answer
(b) for families 22 21 providing more 9 21
7 publicizing the service better
N = 450 9 making the service cheaper to use
7 improving the location of housing
2 other
2 more than (specify)
one answer
(c) for individuals 22 19 providing more 11 219 publicizing the service better
N = 449 9 making the service cheaper to use
2 improving the location of housing
1 other
3 more than (specify)
one way(d) for the handi- 13 38 providing more 3 22
capped 10 publicizing the service better
4 making-the service cheaper to use
N = 450 5 improving the location of housing
0.2 other
5 more than (specify)
one way
2. If Federal, State and Town agencies were to provide funding for more subsidized housing for
low-income ELDE R LY residents, how should this be done?
(Please check only one response.)
15 New housing facilities should be constructed specifically for low-income elderly residents.
32 Structures already present in Arlington shouid be renovated and/or rehabilitated and made
N = 447 available to low-income elderly residents.47 Low-income elderly residents should receive public funds so that they can afford to remain
in their current residences.
6 Public funds should not uc used to subsidize housing for low-income elderly res:dents.
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F. HOUSING (continued)
3. If Federal, State and Town agencies were to provide funding for more subsidized housing for
low-income FAMILIES and INDIVIDUALS, how should this be done?
N = 439 (Please check only one resoonse.)
11 New housing facilities should be constructed specifically for low-income families and
individuals.
39 Structures already present in Arlington should be renovated and/or rehabilitated and made
available to low-income families and individuals.
33 Low-income families and individuals should receive public funds so that they can afford
to remain in their current residences.
17 Public funds should not be used to subsidize housing for low-income families and individuals.
G. MENTAL HEALTH
1. Listed below are some of the available mental health services. Please indicate how you think each
of these services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) Hot line
information
services
N = 453
18 15 providing more of the service
36 publicizing the service better
2 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 more than one way
0.4 other
ispecify)
15(b) Individual,
Family, or
Group
counseling
N = 453
(c) In-patient
psychiatric
services
N = 455
15
13 providing more of the service
31 publicizing the service better
6 making the service cheaper to use
2 making the service easier to get to
0.7 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.4 other
2 more than (specify)
one way
12 providinq more or the service
23 publicizing tne service better
8 making the service cheaper to use
2 making the service easier to get to
0.2 other
(specify)
3
4
9
23
25
30
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G. MENTAL HEALTH (continued)
(Please check one response for each service.)
Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
No
Opinion
(d) Mental health
education
programs
N = 450
(e) Self-help
groups
N = 455
(f) Temporary
shelters, foster
homes, and
group homes
N = 451
ink it is
18 17 providing more of the service
31 publicizing the service better
3 making the service easier to get to
1 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.2 other
2 .more than (specify)
one way
12 18 providing more of the service
32 publicizing the service better
2 making the service easier to get to
0.4 other
1 more than (specify)
one way
15 18 providing more of the service
24 publicizing the service better
4 making the service easier to get to
0-7 other
1 more than (specify)
one way
important for the following health services to
4
5
8
24
28
29
be located within the town
of Arlington?
YES NO
emergency medical programs
heaith education programs
health professionals (doctors, dentists, nurses, midwives, etc.)
mother/child health programs
multi-service health centers
nursing home service
nutrition programs
occupational/environmental health services
pregnancy counseling
preventive health programs
visiting nurse services
OK
as is
Service:
2. Do you th
boundaries
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
442
424
438
422
426
441
428
419
424
424
447
(3)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
()
(k)
93
75
90
72
73
83
68
56
66
75
87
7
25
10
28
27
17
32
44
34
25
13
:-M. _- - = __ - --, __ - M L _ _ - I _'__
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H. SENIOR CITIZEN SERVICES
1. Listed below are some of the available senior citizen services. Please indicate how you think each
of these services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) Community
outreach
N = 452
(b) Employment
counseling
N = 453
22
19
20 providing more of the service
27 publicizing the service better
1 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 other
2 more than (specify)
one way
19 providing more of the service
29 publicizing the service better
3 making the service easier to get to
0.4 changing or extending the hours
of service
2 more than one way
0.4 other
(c) Financial
counseling
N = 453
18 19
26
4
0.4
3
0
(d) Health
N = 456
(e) ' Home care
services
N = 455
19
16
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service easier to get to
changing or extending the hours
of service
more than one way
other
(specify)
26 providing more of the service
20 publicizing the service better
9 making the service cheaper to use
3 making the service easier to get to
changing or extending the hours
of service
0.6 other
3 more than (specify)
one way
34 providing more of the service
20 publicizing the service better
7 making the service cheaper to use
0.4 o:;1.r
3 more than (sfy)
one way
3
7
24
26
5
2
2
25
19
18
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H. SENIOR CITIZEN SERVICES (continued)
(Please check one response for each service.)
Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
No
Opinion
(f) Nutrition
N = 458
(g) Recreation
N = 458
(h) Transportation
N = 460
25
26
22
20 providing more of the service
20 publicizing the service better
4 making the service cheaper to use
2 making the service easier to get to
0.7 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.4 other
3 more than (specify)
one way
22 providing more of the service
10 publicizing the service better
3 making the service cheaper to use
4 making the service easier to get to
0.2 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 other
3 more than (specify)
one way35 providing more of the service
14 publicizing the service better
5 making the service cheaper to use
2 changing or extending the hours
of service
3 more than one way
0.9 other
(specify)
1. YOUTH SERVICES
1. Listed below are some of the available youth services. Please indicate how you think each of these
services might be improved.
(Please check one response for each service.)
OK
as is Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
Service:
No
Opinion
(a) Community
outreach
N = 452
22 18 providing more of the service
24 publicizing the service better
0.6 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.2 thr_ _
2 more than or.
OK
as is
Service:
22
20
16
5 28
1. YOUTH SERVICES (continued) 89
(Please check one response for each service.)
Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
No
Opinion
(b) Drug and
Alcohol
Counseling
N = 450
14 27
24
2
2
1
4
1
(c) Education
N = 450
26 32
6
2
3
2
(d) Employment
training
N = 454
(e) Individual,
Group, and
Family
counseling
N = 449
17 35
15
2
0.8
1
0.8
4
17 20
24
2
1
2
3
1
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
changing or extending the hours
c' service
more than one way
other
(specify)
providing more of the service
making the service easier to get to
changing or extending the hours
of service
other
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
changing or extending the hours
of service
other
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
changing or extending the hours
of service
more than one way
other
(specify)
OK
as is
Service:
3
3
2
4
23
25
22
27
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1. YOUTH SERVICES (continued)
(Please check one response for each service.)
Might be improved by:
Service is
Unnecessary
No
Opinion
(f) Out-of-school
education
N = 454
(g) Recreation
N = 458
(h) Special needs
program
N = 457
(i) Temporary
Shelter
N = 452
15
28
18
25 providing more of the service
15 publicizing the service better
4 making the service cheaper to use
1 making the service easier to get to
0. 4 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.6 other
4 more than (specify)
one way
28 providing more of the service
11 publicizing the service better
2 making the service cheaper to use
2 making the service easier to get to
2 changing or extending the hours
of service
0.8 other
3 more than (specify)
one way
26 providing more of the service
16 publicizing the service better
3 making the service cheaper to use
0.4 making the service easier to get to
2 changing or extending the hours
of service
S4A other
2
17 18
20
2
2
0.6
2
more than (specify)
one way
providing more of the service
publicizing the service better
making the service cheaper to use
making the service easier to get to
other
more than (specify)
one way
OK
as is
Service:
27
22
28
32
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PART III
1. For each of the services areas listed below, please indicate who you feel should provide these services.
(Please check one response for each service area.)
Private and
Public Agencies No
Private Agencies Public Agencies Together Opinion
Service Area:
A. Child Care/Day Care 32 7 47 13
N = 454
B. Child Protection 8 44 38 10
Services
N = 453
C. Consumer Assistance 10 43 35 13
N = 452
D. Drug and Alcohol 13 21 55 10
Related Services
and Counseling
N = 449
E. Health Services 13 25 56 7
N = 452
F. Housing 13 29 50 8
N = 449
G. Mental Health Services 14 21 56 10
N = 446
H. Senior Citizen Services 6 34 54 6
N = 456
1. Youth Services 8 25 56 11
N = 452
V
2. What role do you think the Town should play in the following service areas? 92
The Town should:
(Please check one response for each service area.)
offer the use of
offer financial city-owned
finance and assistance to buildings to
manage these private and non- private and non- not be involved no
services profit agencies profit agencies in these services opinion
Service Area:
A. Child Care/ 5 19 40 25 12
Day Care
N = 452
B. Child 29 26 26 8 11
Protection
Services
N = 444
C. Consumer 27 22 24 13 13
Assistance
N = 445
D. Drug and 15 33 29 10 11
Alcohol
Related
Services
N = 448
E. Health 19 36 26 10 9
Services
N = 445
F. Housing 22 28 22 15 13
N = 447
G. Mental 15 35 26 13 11
Health
Services
N = 437
H. Senior 33 32 23 5 6
Citizen
Services
N = 455
1. Youth 26 29 29 6 10
Services
N = 449
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7. Please circle the total num-ber of residences you have occupied in Arlington: N = 469
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more
0.8 55 23 12 5 3 1 0.9
8. Do you own or rent your present home:
N = 470
64 own
36 rent
9. If you rent, what is your average monthly rent plus utilities? N = 169
7 $0-200 21 $401-500
22 $201-300 5 $501-600
40 $301-400 5 over $600
10. If you own your home, what is your annual tax bill? N = 295
0 less than $500
10 $501-1500
81 $1501-3000
8 $3001-4500
0.3 $4501-6000
0 over $6000
11. In what type of building do you live? N = 470
49 single family building
32 two family building
5 three or four family building
15 five or more family building
12. Where is the person most responsible for answering this survey employed? N = 449
3 local government in Arlington
8 other government
-74 non-government occupation in Arlington
48 non-government occupation outside Arlington
35 other
13. How many cars does your household own? N = 472
11 0
49 1
30 2
10 3 or more
14. Do you use public transportation more than once a wee.? N = 472
45 yes
55 no
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PART IV
Information About the Person Answering this Survey
The questions in this section are very important. This section will enable us to determine whether we have a
representative sample of the Town. Your answers to these questions cannot be traced back to you personally.
1. How long have you lived in Arlington? N = 474
1 less than 1 year
9 6-10 years
43 more than 20 years
20 1-5 years
27 11-20 years
2. Please circle the number of females who participated in answering this survey: N =468
0 1 2 3 4 Sormore
20 70 8 2 0.4 0.2
3. Please circle the number of males who participated in answering this survey: N = 462
0 1,
39 56
4. Please indicate
2
4
the
3 4 5 or more
0-4 0.6 0
number of people regularly living in your household in the following age groups
(include children away at school):
under 1 year old
1 to 5 years old
6 to 13 years old
14 to 17 years old
18 to 25 years old
26 to 35 years old
36 to 45 years old
46 to 55 years old
56 to 65 years old
66 to 75 years old
0
445
422
386
394
349
315
369
351
363
362
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 TOTAL
15
28
45
47
61
77
53
64
56
68
9
21
16
34
59
37
44
40
30
1
6
2
13
5
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
15
49
113
1 89
176
213
130
155
139
128
1
11. over 75 years old 406 44 10 1 6
12.TOTAL = =iNumber of people in your household. TOTAL = 1271 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13(%) 22 21 16 17 7 1.5 . . U 0 2 .2 0.2
5. Circle the total number of children in your household current!y enrolled in the local public schools:
N = 472
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 or more
77 11 6 4 1 0.4 0 0
6. For how long do you or other members of your household expect to be living in Arlington?
N = 4/3
9 less than 5 years
11 5 to 10 years
4 10 to 15 years
25 15 years or more
50 don't know
7
4
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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3. For each of the service areas listed below, please indicate how you think the sources of funding should
be supplemented.
The funding of services should be supplemented by:
(please check one response for each service area.)
other means. Users
charging according charging the same should not have
to the users' rate to all users to pay to use no
ability to pay of the service the service opinion
Service Area:
A. Child Care/Day 72 17 3 8
Care
N = 456
B. Child Protection 40 11 41 8
Services
N = 455
C. Consumer 35 23 31 11
Assistance
N = 450
D. Drug and Alcohol 49 17 26 8
Related Services
and Counseling
N = 453
E. Health Services 63 16 15 6
N = 453
F. Housing 67 17 9 7
N = 452
G. Mental Health 59 14 20 8
Services
N = 447
H. Senior Citizen 54 10 32 4
Services
N = 458
1. Youth Services 44 17 30 9
N = 453
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15. Please indicate the highest level of education for the person most responsible for answering this survey.
01 grammar school
02 some high school
03 high school graduate
04 some college work
Os college graduate
06 some graduate work
o7 graduate or professional degree
16. Approximately, what was your household's total income before taxes in 1979?
under $5000
$5000-9999
$10,000-14,999
$15,000-19,999
$20,000-24,999
$25,000-29,999
O07
C308
0309
0140
:11
$30,000-34,999
$35,000-39,999
$40,000-44,999
$45,000-49,999
$50,000 or more
02/76
01
002
oO3
O4
045
006
/77-78
APPENDIX II
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES
Normalized Multinomial Deviate Tables
The Normalized Multinomial Deviate Tables contained in
Appendix IV are useful for investigating the extent to which
the two distributions crossed in each crosstabulation table
reveal statistically meaningful interrelationships between them.
(Refer to Chapter II for ways to use them in analysis.) They
are calculated in this manner:
(1) The column marginals (CM's) and row marginals (RM's)
are calculated for each table.
CM = total responses of each column
total sample size
RM = total responses of each row
total sample size
(2) The value which these marginals predict for each
cell in the table, the expected cell counts (EEC's)
are calculated next, by multiplying each of the
row and colum marginals together for each cell, and
then multiplying by the total sample size. This is
the approximate value the cell would have had it no
relationship existed between the crosstabulated
distributions.
EEC = CM -RM - total sample size
(3) Next the standard deviations (SD's) for each expected
cell count is calculated by the formula:
SD = ECC -(1 - (EEC/total sample size))
(4) Next, the difference (DIF) between the actual value
in the crosstabulation table and the expected cell
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count is calculated. The DIF for each cell is how
many counts higher or lower the actual cell count is
than the count predicted by the marginals.
DIF = actual cell count - EEC
(5) Last the difference is divided by the standard deviation
to get a standardized multinomial deviate (SMD) for each
cell.
SMD = DIF/SD
These deviates have the following properties:
(1) They will be positive if the actual cell count is
higher than would have been expected if there was
no relationship between the distributions.
(2) They will be negative if the actual cell count is
lower than would have been expected if there was no
relationship between the distributions.
(3) The absolute value of a deviate gives a measure of
how much higher or lower the actual cell counts were
than the expected cell counts. Absolute values greater
than 1 or 2 are especially significant.
APPENDIX III
FIGURES
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Figure 1
Percentage Distribution of Household Importance
1 2 3 4 5
Child Care/Day Care 54 7 10 8 19
Child Protection Services 45 5 9 8 32
Consumer Assistance 16 8 23 14 40
Drug/Alcohol Services 40 7 15 10 28
Health Services 15 5 11 14 60
Housing 30 9 13 9 38
Mental Health Services 29 9 18 10 34
Senior Citizens' Services 20 4 11 11 54
Youth Services 33 4 11 11 36
31 6 14 11 38MFAN
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Figure 2
Percentage Distribution of Town Importance
1 2 3 4 5
Child Care/Day Care 21 10 21 12 36
Child Protection Services 11 4 16 14 55
Consumer Assistance 11 9 20 16 45
Drug/Alcohol Services 11 5 21 14 49
Health Services 8 3 10 15 62
Housing 11 5 19 14 49
Mental Health Services 10 5 22 17 46
Senior Citizens' Services 7 2 10 16 65
Youth Services 9 3 16 19 53
12 5 17 15 51MEAN
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Figure 3
Percentage Distribution Concerning Provision
1 private 2 public 3 mixed
child Care/Day Care 37 9 Saq
Child Protection Services 9 49 43
Consumer Assistance 11 49 40
Drug/Alcohol Services 15 24 62
Health Services 14 23 59
Housing 14 31 55
Mental Health Services 15 23 60
Senior Citizens' Services 6 36 58
Youth Services 9 29 63
MEAN 14 30 55
Figure 4
Percentage Distribution Concerning HOw Funding
ability
to pay
Should be Supplemented
same fee
to all
no fee for
service
Child Care/Day Care 79 18 3
Child Protection Services 43 12 45
Consumer Assistance 39 26 35
Drug/Alcohol Services 53 18 29
Health Services 67 17 16
Housing 72 19 9
Mental Health Services 63 15 22
Senior Citizens' Services 56 10 33
Youth Services 49 18 33
103
2558 17MEAN
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Figure 5
Percentages of Those Who Said Town Inportance was Equal to, Less than,
and Greater than Household Importance
town imp. town imp.
Iess than equal greater tha
household imp. importance household im
32
Child Care/Day Care 2 57 41
Child Protection Services 1 56 42
Consumer Assistance 6 76 18
Drug/Alcohol Services 2 56 42
Health Services 6 74 20
Housing 3 66 31
Mental Health Services 3 63 35
Senior Citizens' Services 4 70 26
Youth Services 2 63 35
n
643MEAN
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Figure 6
Mean Pw Percentage Table
Household Importance and Town Importance
Ton Importance
1 2 3 4 5
Household Importance
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Figure 7
Mean Paw Percentage Table
Household Importance and Provision
private
Household Importance
Provision
public mixed
Figure 8
Mean Raw Percentage Table
Town Importance and Provision
private
Provision
public mixed
Town Importance 1 46 24 30
2 34 25 41
3 16 30 54
4 12 30 58
5 6 33 61
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Figure 9
Mean Raw Percentage Table
Household Importance and Funding
Funding
same fee
to all
no fee for
Household Importance
Figure 10
Mean Row Percentage Table
Town Iportance and Funding
ability
to pay
Town Importance
Funding
same fee
to all
no fee for
service
1 50 36 15
2 59 22 19
3 56 25 20
4 58 19 23
5 61 10 29
ability
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Figure 11
Mean Raw Percentage Table
Provision and Funding
Funding
ability same fee no fee for
to Dav to all service
Provision
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Figure 12
Demographic Sorting by Household Importance
cc-y
cpy
ca_y
dna_y
hs_y
hou_y
mh_y
sc_y
ys-y
ncm ed rent fem male
++
scch.
+
yng mdl old
+++ +++ --
-- -- ++- 
-
+++ +++
- -- - ++ + -
+++ +++ -+++
++ ++ - ++
++++
-+ +++ +++ +++ --
Figure 13
Demographic Sorting by Town Importance
cc_t
cp t
ca t
dna t
hs t
hou t
mh_t
sc_t
ys t
ncm ed rent femn male scch yng mdl old
- -
++ + -- -
- + -- ++
- -- ++--
-- -- +++-- 
-- +
- --- +-++
-- - - - -- ++
-- +
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Figure 14
Demographic Sorting Using Provision
cc w
cp w
ca w
dna w
hs w
hou w
mh w
sc w
ys w
ncm ed rent fem male scch yng mdl old
+ +
- -
- - -
Figure 15
Demographic Sorting Using Funding
cc f
cp_f
ca f
dna f
hs f
hou f
mh f
sc f
ys f
ncm ed rent fern male scch yng mdl old
+ +++-
- + - -
+++
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Figure 16
Rank by Household Inportance
ratio (Household Importance = 1 or 2)
(Household Importance = 4 or 5)
1 Child Care/Day Care 2.26
2 Child Protection 1.25
3 Drug/Slcohol Services 1.24
4 Mental Health .86
5 Housing .83
6 Youth Services .78
7 Consumer Assistance .44
8 Senior Citizen Services .37
9 Health Services .27
Figure 17
Rank by Ttn Importance
(Town Importance = 1 or 2)
('ftwn Importance = 4 or 5)
1 Child Care/Day Care .65
2 Consumer Assistance .33
3 Housing .25
4 Drug/Alcohol Services .24
4 Mental Health .24
6 Child Protecticn .22
6 Health Services .22
8 Youth Services .17
9 Senior Citizen Services .11
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Figure 18
Rank by Provision
ratio (Private Provision)ratio(Public Provision)
1 Child Care/Day Care 4.11
2 Mental Health .65
3 Drug/Alcohol .62
4 Health Services .61
5 Housing .45
6 Youth Services .31
7 Consumfer Assistance .22
8 Child Protection .18
9 Senior Citizen SErvices .17
Figure 19
Rank by Funding
ratio (sae fee to all)
(free to all)
1 Child Care/Day Care 6.00
2 Housing 2.11
3 Health Services 1.06
4 Consumer Assistance .74
5 Mental Health .68
6 Drug/Alcohol Services .62
7 Youth Services .54
8 Senior Citizen Services .30
9 Child Protection .27
APPENDIX IV
CROSSTABULATION TABLES
ROW PERCENTAGE TABLES
NORMALIZED MULTINOMIAL DEVIATE TABLES
TWO-TAILED T RATIOS AND SIGNIFICANCE TABLES
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APPENDIX IV SECTION 1
Crosstabulation Tables for Household Importance(_y)
and Town Importance (_t)
2t(:... t
% (:at,4
% c at. 1
79
0
0
0
cat3
21 43 15 42
16 6 2 2
2 29 7 4
0
0
1 18 12
1 1 74
%cat1 %cat2 %:C.at3 %cat4 %:Cat5
46 9 37 16 66
1 8 1 7 3
0 0 21 6 10
0 0 0 22 11
0 1 2 1. 123
%cati % :cat2 %:at3 %:.at4 %:ca-t5
7 2
7 2
63 14
2 39
3 7
d lri a .... L
UC. t1 %a t 2 %:c a3 %c, 3 X .:2a -t 4
$3 34 20
8 8 4
3 40 1.0
0 2 22
0 1 1
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7
:15
:1 13
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39
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34 16
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7
26
5
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4
6
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0
0
13
22
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3 4 4
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0 1 2
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hl :....
c: aL%(21 2
%cat 3
X: (28 t 4
%cat5
h 01..:...
2. c.,a t 4
%: ca t1 5
ITi h....
X(c28 t 1% a8t2
%:cat3
%ca t 4
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8
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Row Percentage Tables for Household Importance (_y)
and Town Importance (_t)
0 .- t
%cat1 %cat2 %cat3
0.
0.
0.
o.
0.
395
000
000
000
013
0O
0.
0.
0.
0.
105
615
048
000
000
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
215
231
690
032
013
Xci3tl Xcat2 Xcat3
0
0
0
0
0
.264
.050
.000
.000
.000
0
0.
0.
0.
0.
052
400
000
000
008
0.213
0.050
0.568
0.000
0.0 16
Xcat4 %cat5
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
075
077
167
581
013
0
0
0
0
0
.210
.077
.095
.387
.961
%cat4 Xcat5
0.092
0.350
0.162
0.667
0.008
0.379
0.150
0.270
0.333
0.969
ca.-t
%eat1 %cat2 %cat3
0.587
0.031
0.032
0. 000
0,012
0
0
0
0
0
+159
.625
.053
.000
.006
0
0
0
0
0
.111
.219
.670
.036
.018
%cat4 %cat5
0
0
0
0
0
d na... t
%eat1 %c : a t2 % a :3
0,285
0.036
0+000
0 + 000
0+000
0.051
0.286
0.047
0.000
0.000
0
0
0
0
0
+ 215
.286
.625
.051
.009
.032
.063
:149
.696
.043
0.111
0.063
0.096
0.268
0. 921
%cat1
%cat32
Xcat 4
%ceat5
%CatI
%cat2
%ca t3
Xcat 4
.c a t 5
Xcat1
%cat2
Xecat3
%cat 4
%Cat 5
dna .... Y
%ca (t:L
czat2
%cat:3
% (2i-14
%ca i t 5
%cat4 Xcat5
0.127
0.143
0.156
0.564
0.009
0.323
0.250
0.172
0 + 385
0.983
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hs....t
XcatI %cat2 Xcat3 Xcat4 %cat5
0.433
0.000
0.044
0.017
0.000
0.100
0.286
0.044
0.000
0.000
(.083
0.333
0.489
0.121
0.021
0. :167
0.095
0.244
0.586
0.030
0.217
0.286
0.1.78
0.276
0.949
hou....t
Xcatl %cat2 %cat3
0.111 0.206
0.382 0.265
0.019 0.736
0+000 0.098
0+000 0.013
Th....t
Xcatl Xcat2 %cat3
0.087 0.209
0.243 0.297
0.0173 0.667
0.025 0.050
0.000 0.008
Xcat4 Xcat5
0 037
0+206
0.132
0+634
0.033
0.246
0.-11.8
0,113
0.268
0.954
cat4 Xcat5
0.130
0.189
0.187
0,725
0.023
0.270
0 .2:16
0.120
0.200
0.969
%catl %cat2 %cat3 %cat4 Xcat5
0.045
0.+21 1
0.020
0+000
0.148
0+158
0+449
0.087
0.000 0+017
Xeat 1 %cat2 %cat3 %cat4 %<::at5
0+054 0.177
0+200 0.267
0.017 0.633
0.000 0.040
0.000 0.007
h. S.... Y
Xcati
:%cat2
.c at 3
Xcat 4
%cat5
hou.-
%cat 1
%ceat2
%cat3
%cat 4
Xe a L
0.349
0.029
0.000
0.000
0.000
ImI h.... i
%c a t1 1
%cat2
%c at 3
%cat4
%cat5
0.304
0.054
0.013
0.000
0.000
S C ....Y
Xc at 1
%c at'2
%cat3
' cat 4
Xc at 5
0.295
0+053
09000
0+000
0.009
0.159
0.368
0.265
0+630
0 + 02:1.
0+352
0 + 21:1.
0.265
0.283
0+953
Xeat 1
%cat2
%cat3
7. c at
0.277
o0.000
0.017
0+000
0+007
0. :1.31
0+267
0+233
0+700
0.01.4
0+ 362
0.267
0+100
0.260
0.972
Normalized
Importance
Multinomial Deviate Table
(_y) and Town Importance
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for Household
(_t)
e C....t
%catl Xcat2 %cat3 %cat4
0.058 0.073
8.130 0,200
--1.136 6.793
-1,801 -2,198
-2,857 -3.886
CP..t
%catl %cat2 %cat3
5.638
--0+908
-2.121
-2.002
-3.986
0.353
7,386
-1.308
-1.235
--2.020
:1
6
-4
.961
.205
.385
.284
.107
Xat4 %c:iat5
-1.530
2.670
0.490
8.454
-3.953
-3. 397
--2.426
-2.323
-1.685
7.132
ci3..-t
%eatl Xcat2 %eat3 Xcat4 %eat5
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- ...
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8 . 1 9 1.
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% cat 2
%cat4
%cat 4
% ea t5
7ca-(A
Zeat 1
%cat2
%e at 3
X eat 4
%c at 5
da-
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hS.... t
% catl %cat2 % cat3 %cat4 %:c at5
:1.0 792
-1.206
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APPENDIX IV SECTION 2
Crosstabulation Tables for Household
Importance (_y) and Provision ( w)
CC :....w
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h s....w
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c2: a: -tL 3
c, a:21- 4
c: -(.. 5
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Row Percentage Tables for Household Import-
ance (_y) and Provis ion( (w)
ee-...w
%eati %cat2 %cat3
0.506 0.059 0.433
0.400 0.050 0.550
0.262 0.103 0.615
0.161 0.065 0.774
0.097 0.139 0.764
e P...w
%catl %cat2 %cat3
0.117 0.515 0.
0.053 0.474 0.
0.143 0.543 0.
0.034 0.446 0.
0. 041 0,.484 0 .
366
474
314
5:17
475
e a.... w
%c.at1 %cat2 %cat3
0.333 0.353 0
0.074 0.593 0
0.165 0.459 0
0.074 0.519 0
0.025 0.541 0
. 314
. 33:3
. 376
. 407
433
Xecat1 %cat2 %cat3
0.2:32 0.190 0.577
0. 185 0.*185 0. 63()
0.131 0.311 0.557
0. 154 0. 256 0.590(
0.*06-4 0 .275 0.*661
%ceat2 1
% cat3 2
Xecat4 3
%cat5
SP..
%eat 1
Xecat 2
%eat3
Xecat 4
%c a t5
e a....
Xecat 1
Xcat 2
%ecat 3
%c~:at 4
%c at5
dn ~a.... H
%ceat 1
%cat2
Xcat 3
%ecat 4
% cat 5
R:
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hs....w
%cat1 %cat2 %cat3
0.333
0.200
0,273
0.107
0.082
0.167
0.200
0.205
0.286
0.312
0.500
0.600
0.523
0.607
0,606
hou....w
%<:t1 %Cat2 Xcat3
0.276
0,233
0,041
0.077
0,077
0.250
0.133
0. 388
0.359
0.378
0.474
0.633
0.571
0.564
0.545
iIh....w
%cat1 %cat2 Xcat3
0.304
0.273
0.099
0.088
0.061
0.167
0.061
0.268
0.059
0 . 341
0.529
0.667
0.634
0.853
0.598
sC....w
.cat 1 Xcat2 .cat3
0
0
0
.169
.053
.128
0.
0.
0.
0.064 0.
0.009 0.
Xcat1 Xcat2
O.
0.
0.
0.
0.
177
083
089
082
036
0.230
0.250
0 3:39
0 . 265
0.317
icat1
%<:at2
%cat3
Xcat 4
%cat5
h eat1... 1
Xecat1 2%c(-at2
%cat3
%cat 4
%cat5
%cati
%cat2
%cat3
%cat 4
%cat5
sc-
%cat1
%cat2
%cat3
%c at 4
%cat5
289
368
362
298
408
0
0
0
0
0
542
579
51. 1
638
583
Xe a t 1.
%.cat2
%c at 3
% c at 4
%cat 5
0.593
0.667
0.571
0.653
0.647
R:"
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Normalized Multinomial Deviate Table for
Household Importance (_y) and Provision (_w)
cc-w
%cat Xcat2
cc-V
%catL
Xcat2
%cat 3
%cat4
X at5
3.725
0.293
-0.838
-1.881
-3.872
-1.056
-0.478
0.495
--0.3 10
1.,772
%cat1 Xat2
c.e a t 1
Xcat1%ecat 2
e %at 3
%cat4
%coat5
C a - V
X c at 1.
%c at 2
%cat 3
.c at 4
%cat5
1
-0
:1
-0
-1
.449
.476
.200
.926
.670
0.314
-0.164
0.367
-0 . 402
-0.280
X cat 3
-2.745
-0.053
0. 489
1.646
2.476
%cat3
-1
0
-0
0
21
045
396
950
862
100
Ca.-..w
Xcatl Xat2 Xcat3
4.
*-0.
:1.
-0.
-3
862
560
553
795
260
-1.514
0. 7715
---0.534
0.229
0 880
-0.929
--0.255
0.173
0 . 876
dni a .... w
%cat 1 Xat 2
2.372
0.385
-0 . 499
-0.036
--2.484
-1
-0O
:1
0
0
289
593
:1.48
202
761
dciii 3.... U
Xcati 1
Xecat 2
%cat3
c at 4
X% aC.t, 5
%c at 3
-0.449
+.110 + :L El
-0485
-011 2
0, 849
R
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hs.- w
%cati %<:eat2 %cat3
3.649
0.639
2.226
'-0.763
-2.638
-1.507 -0.829
-0.619 0.103
-0.866 -0.539
0.207 0.250
1.272 0.569
%catl %cat2 %cat3
750
261
944
136
222
-1.373
-1.819
0.880
0.458
1.341
-0,993
0.746
0.353
0, 248
0.177
m h.... w
XcatL %cat2
3.869
1.71:1.
-1.242
-1.007
-2.853
-1,349
-2.038
0.705
-2,092
2.819
Xc at 3
-1.217
0.385
0.208
1.816
-0 283
sC.-w
.cat Xcat2
3. 873
-0.1771- *1 7:L
:1. 7 81
0. 028
-3.213
-1. 184
0.027
-0.035
-0.775
1.184
% cat 3
-0.:388
0.038
0. 579
0 6:1.70.6173 C
ys-w
%cat1 % c.at2 %c at:3
2* 877
-0.1.30
-0. 136
-0.302
-2.295
-1.136
-0.225
0. 785
-0.257
o .748
0 - 4 15
0.205
-0. 491
030 1
0.,46~0
h s -
catl
.c at 2
%cat :3
Xc at 4
.c at 5
hou....s
%c at 1
%cat2
%cat:3
%cat4
%cat5
3.
:1.
-:L.
'bih-v
xc at .
Xcat2
Xcat 3
%cat 4
%cat5
sc_v
%c :2at 1
%cat2
%cat3
cat4
Xcat 5
%c at 1.
%c at 2
X c at 3
c at 4
%c at 5
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APPENDIX IV SECTION 3
Crosstabulation Tables for Town Importance(_t)
and Provision (_w)
eC..W
%cati Xcat2 Xcat3
Xecat 1
%cat2
%cat 3
%cat 4
Xc at 5
49
20
28
:13
13
3
2
5
3
16
11
:11
42
28
:1 0:1.
c P....W
%catl %cat2 %cat3
%cat 1
%cat2
%eat4
Xc at
9
3
7
3
9
20
7
24
29
105
9
6
25
20
95
S3.. W
.%a t2
cat 1 %eat3
14 7 9
5
7
6
6
21
34
33
89
7
29
22
78
dria .... w
ZCat 1 '%Ct 2 %cat3
:13 8 :1.3
/ 3 9
15 1. 8 45
6 :1.5 33
14 44 1~30
ce.... t
.Ceat1l
Xcat 2
%cat3
Xeat 4
% c at 5
%cat 1
%cat2
%c a3 3
%cat ,4
%catz ,5
R
hs.... w
%cat 1 %cat2 %ca~t3
14
4
9
:1:1
:18
4
2
15
14
70
8
7
19
34
163
%cat 1 %cat2 %<::at3
20
7
:10
5
9
5
5
21
15
72
15
1:1
41
34
107
wh....w
%Cat 1 %cat2 %cat3
19 5 9
7 4 7
9 19 54
5 10 50
16 46 109
s ...w
%cat1. %ca t2 %cat3
9 12 5
3 3 3
5 13 25
5 22 40
2 100 163
q S .... w
%cat1. %cat2 %cat3
1.0 7 :1.2
5 0 6
6 16 35
5 21 45
7 60 136
127
h-. .1.
%cati 1
%cat 2
%cat3
Z cat 4
% cat 5
hou-....t
%c at 1
%cat2
%.c at 3
% cat 4
%cat.5
ITI[h.t
% cat 1
%cat2
%cat3
%cat4
%ca t5
sc..t
% cat1 ~
%cat2
% cat3
X% a lt 5
s -... t
%c at 1
%cat2
%(2 at3
%c. at 4
acat5
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Row Percentage Tables for Town Importance (_t) and
Provision ( w)
%catl %cat2 %cat
0.778 0.048 0.175
0.606 0,061 0.333
0.373 0.067 0.560
0.295 0.068 0.636
0.100 0.123 0.777
C, p.... w
%catl %cat2 %cat
0.237 0.526 0.237
0.188 0,438 0.375
0,125 0.429 0.446
0.058 0.558 0.385
0.043 0.502 0.455
c a.- w
%catl 7cat2 %cat3
0.467 0.233 0.300
0.152 0.636 0.212
0.100 0.486 0.414
0.098 0,541 0.361
0.035 0,514 0.451
dria....w
%cat1 %cat2
0.382 0.235
0.368
0.192
0. 111
0.1.58
0.231
0.278
0.074 0.234
%cat3
0, 382
0.474
0.577
0.61 1
0.691
cc-t
%Cati
% cat2
%cat3
%cat4
%cat5
C P.-t
%cati
% cat 2
Xcat3
%cat 4
Xcat5
eca....t
%cat1
% cat 2
%cat3
% cat 4
%cat5
dnia...t
%c at 1
%cat2
%cat
X %cat 4
% ca t 5
1
hs.... w
%catI Xcat2 %cat3
0.538
0.308
0.209
0.186
0.072
0.154
0.154
0.349
0.237
0.279
0.308
0.538
0.442
0.576
0.649
hou....w
%catl %cat2 %cat3
0
0
0
0
0
500
304
139
093
048
0
0
0
0
0
.125
.21.7
.292
. 273
.383
0.375
0.478
0.569
0.630
0.569
ITh....W
%cati Xcat2 Xcat3
0.576
0 . 389
0. 110 0
0.077
0.094
0 .152
0.222
0.232
0.154
0.269
0.273
0.389
0.659
0.769
0,637
Xcatl %cat2 Xcat3
0
0
0
0
0
.346
.333
.116
.075
.008
0
0
0
0
0
462
333
302
328
377
%catL %cat2
0.345 0.241
0.455 0.000
0. 105 0.281.
0.070 0.296
0.034 0.296
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hs....t
Xcat1 a -L
%cat2
%cat3
Xcat4
%cat5
hou....t
x ( at 1
Xcat2
%cat3
%cat4
%cat5
ITih..t
%catl
%cat2
%cat3
Xcat4
%c at5
0
0
0
0
0
.192
.333
. 581.
.597
.6 L 5
s C..- t
Xcati
%cat 2
%c at 3
%ecat 4
X c at5
%c at 1
%c at 2
Xea3 
X c at 4
%c 
%cat 3
0.4 :14
0.545
0.61.4
0.634
0.670
R
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Normalized Multinanial Deviate Table for Town
Importance (_t) and Provision (_w)
e ....w
%catl %cat2 %cat3
cc-...t
xcat1.
%cat2
%cat1>3
XcatL4
Xcat5
5.792 -1.005
2.443 -0.467
-0.524
-0.365
1.559
0.254
-0.694
-5.265
-4,310
-1.785
0.007
0.708
3.732
C -w
cat Xcat2
3.283 0.248
1.441
1.080
-0.649
---0.350
--0.772
0.625
-2.075 0.090
Xca t3
-1.764
-0.267
0.343
-0.381.
0.940
cE a....w
%catl %cat2 %cat3
6.207 -2.117 -0.842
0.860 1.121 -1.703
--0.093 -0.194 0.266
-0.127 0.456 -0.443
-2.886 0.278 1 .294
dr.a_w
%cat 1 %cat2 Xcat3
3.591 --0.008 -1.791
2.518 --0.704 ---0.806
1.048 -0.096 .-- 0.478
-0.703 0.,644 ---.0.054
-2.709 ---0.057 1. 575
%cat1Xe a -L 2
X c' a -(-,%cat3
c a -L4
%cat5
ca-t
Xc at1 :
Xc at 2
%cat3
Xc at 4
%c at 5
%c at:1
Xcat3
%c'at 5
131
h .s....w
%catI Xat2
5
-13
0
-.3
.362
.576
.162
.895
.129
-1-0
:1
-*0
0
*133
.798
.041
. 463
.371
%catl %cat2
6.317
2. 214
0 . 084
-0.861
-3.374
--2.:L61
-0.827
-0.334
--0.473
1 .867
Xc: at :L % cat 2 %c at 13
6.295 -0.926 -2.610
2.592 --0.048 --14267
-0.993 0.079 0.470
----1.570 .. 1.273 1.612
--2.026 1. *199 0 . 331
%cat 1 %cX:at2 Xcat3
6.073
3.410
1. 570
0.547
-3.498
0
--0
--0
-0
0
816
1.62
702
523
354
%cat % cat2
--2. 624
-0.964
0.052
0 . 2~ 4 13
1.069
Xcat,3
4.6 36 ---0.401 ---1 .509
4.071 --1 .763 --0.359
0.416 0.006 ---0.167
--0.528 0 . 253 0 .0135
+-2 .668 0.446 0 .*870
%.cat1l
%c at 2
%c at 3
%cat 4
%cat5
%c at 3
-1 . 908
-0.241
-1.302
-0,136
1 572
%::2t3
--1.551
--0.483
0.214
0. 803
0 . 378
h c) .... t
Zcat1
c at2
%cat 3
%cat 4
%catS5
mh..- t
Xecat:1
Xcat2
%cat 3
Xc. at 4
A.c at5
s c.... t
2 ca t 1
%: :2a t 2
%c a t 3
A. (28 t 4
%zc a t, 5
%(at1
A. c at3 1
%c .,at 5
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APPENDIX IV SECTION 4
Crosstabulation Tables for Household Importance (_y)
and Funding (_f)
ec...f
.catl .cat2 %cat 3
c2 C...
% C at 1
%cat2
Ac.Cat3
Xcat4
%c at5
147
21
32
27
62
46
4
6
3
6
c p....f
Xcat2
Xc at :L
CP-I
X cat 1
%cat2
Xc a t3
Xcat4
%cat5
70
11
17
118
48
25
2
4
4
12
4
1
2
0
6
Xat3
69
7
:15
17
65
Xcat2
%c at 1.
%cat1
X cat 2
%cat3
%c a t 4
% c a t
d r~i a -..
c, a t2
%cat3
%cat 4
at5, 4
:1.6
8
30
19
65
%cat 3
24
6
28
:1.7
24
10
.11
29
16
7:1.
di a .... -
%cat2~
Xeati 1 %cat
83 29 36
1 1 7 8
35
27
9
7
:1.7
6
54 13 -45
R
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hs..f'
%cat1 %cat2 %cat3
33
15
29
33
164
13
4
9
10
32
7
6
10
40
h c) u .... f
%cat1 Zcat2 %cat3
71
27
36
31
:107
35
7
1:1
4
16
:10
0
4
2
22
ih....f'
%cat2
%<:. at 1
60
17
43
24
93
20
1.2
13
5
8:3
22
7
15
7
32
s c....f
%cat1. %cat2 %cat3
52
:13
22
30
125
10
3
9
6
:1.6
19
4
:16
14
85
c.... f
% ca t 2
A c at %cat3
61 25 32
7
24
1.
'1.7
-4
:18
20 11 14
64 16 63
h s ...y
%cat:1
%cat2
%cat3
%cat 4
%cat5
"A oa u-1.1% cat1
"Acat2
%cat4
%cat5
mi h.. y
% cat1
% cat 2
%c at3
%cat 4
%cat5
S C .... 1.
% cat 1
% cat2
%cat3;Ac a t 4
"cat4
%cat5
cat 
"A 3 %cat 3
"2at 4
C.A (2 -t 5
R
%c a t3
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Row Percentage Tables for Household Importance ( y)
and Funding (_f)
%cat1 %cat2 Xcat3
Ce .-..
Xcat L
Xcat2
%cat3
Xcat4
Xc at 
Xcat 1
Xcat2
Xcat3
%cat4
%cat5
0.746
0.808
0.800
0.900
0.838
0.234
0.154
0. 150
0.100
0.081
0.020
0.038
0.050
0.000
0.081
%cat1 Xcat2 Xcat3
0.427
0.550
0.472
0.344
0.384
0.152
0.100
0.111
0.125
0.096
0.421
0.350
0.417
0.531
0.520
ea....f
%catI Xcat2 Xat3
0,320
0.320
0.345
0.365
0.406
0.480
0.240
0.322
0 * 327
0.150
0,200
0.440
0,333
0.308
0.444
d ri a... f
%catL Xcat2
0.561
0.423
0.574
0.675
0. 482
0.196
0.269
0 :1.48
0.175
0. 11.6
%cat3
0.243
0.308
0.279
0.150
0.402
c.. a.... .
%cat2
%cat2
Xcat4
%cat5
d lri a .... v
Xeati 1
Xat2
%c at 3
Xcat4
X Cat 5
R
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h s....f
%catl %cat2 %cat3
h s....v
%cat1 0.623 0.245 0.132
%cat2 0.71-4 0.190 0.095
%cat3 0.659 0.205 0.136
%cat4 0.623 0.189 0.189
%cat5 0.695 0.136 0.169
hou....f
%catl %cat2 %cat3
hou....Y
%catl 0.612 0.302 0.086
%0act2 0,794 0,206 0.000
%cat3 0.706 0.216 0.078
%cat4 0.838 0.108 0.054
%cat5 0.738 0.110 0.152
mh...f
%cati %cat2 %cat3
Irh-v
%cat1 0.588 0.196 0.216
%cat2 0.472 0.333 0.194
%cat3 0.606 0,183 0,211
%cat4 0.667 0.139 0.194
%cat5 0.699 0.060 0.241
sc:x...f
%catl %c at2 %cat3
s c....V
%.cat1 0.642 0.123 0,235
%cat2 0.650 0.150 0.200
%cat3 0.468 0.191 0.340
%cat4 0.600 0. 120 0.280
%cat5 0.553 0.071 0.376
YIs....f
%cati %cat2 %cat3
%c atl 0.517 0.212 0.271
%cat2 0.583 0 . 083 0.333
%cat3 0.407 0.288 0.305
%cat4 0.444 0.244 0.311
%cat5 0 . 448 0.112 0.441
R
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Normalized Multinanial Deviate Table for Household
Importance (_y) and Funding (_f)
cc a2 % t
X ca tI Xca t2 cat--,3
Cc-V
%cat 2
% cat3 4%cat4
%catL5
-0.859
0.120
0.093
0.718
0.532
1.977
-0. 284
-0.411
-1.011
-1.999
-1.138
0.082
0.491
-1.032
2.094
cr.-f
%cat 1
%c at2
% cat 3
% cat 4
%c at 5
%catl Xcat2 Xcat3
0.228 1.036 -0.806
0.936 --0.313 ---0. 728
0.529 -0.232 --0.382
-0.649 0.005 0.616
-0.605 -0.927 1.095
C a.... f
Xcat1 %<:.cat2 %cat3
-0.585 3.013
--0.408 -0.242
--0. *388 1.069
-0.044 0.889
0.846 -2.,995
dna....f
Xcat. %cat2
0.337 0.859
-0.8.43 1.267
0+345 --0.394
1. 170 0.1.10
---0.947 -1.374
C at 1
Xcat 2
%cat3
% cat 4
%c at 5
% cat 1
%.cat2
%cat3
%cat4
%ceat5
-1.992
0.616
--0.717
1 . 762
%c at 3
-1.107
0.175
--0.159
-1.664
2.3.10
R
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hi..f
%cat1 %cat2 Zcat3
--0.470
0.233
-0.119
-0.470
0.520
1. 408
0.263
0.614
0.389
-1.245
% cat :L
%cat2
% cat3
%cat4
%cat5
%cat 3
%cat 4"A t3
-1,415
0.600
-0. 038
0.955
0.464
2
0
0
.- 1
-2
.824
.206
.416
.160
.298
---0 509
-0.742
-0.391
0.533
0.395
%cat3
-0.452
--1.845
-0.474
-0.876
2,046
I[h..-F
%cati %7cat2 %cat3
-0.542
-1.209
-0.242
0 . 310
1 , 192
1.
2.
-0.
-2.
:1231 '3
647
225
824
-0
-0
0
-0
0
. 086
.325
.153
.325
.539
s c....f
%cat1 %ccat2
0 * 899
0.476
--0.963
02.83
-0.421
0.%555
0.643
1 .878
0.358
-1.583
Acat3
-- :1.+
-0.
0.
-0.
:1.
48:1.
99:1.
183
575
468
%:at :1 "cat2 %cat3
0.86C)2
0.595
-0.226
-0.372
0.680
--0.825
1.854
01 . 99%*91
.925
-1.
--0.
2.
489
084
568
423
0 7
%catl %cat2
lish.-
%cat .
%cat2
%cat3
% cat 4
cat5
S> c -V
XAc a t; :L
%cat2
%cat 3
%cat4
%cat 5
Yq s - UJ
:%cat2 L
%. ca t 2
% cat 3
. c at5
R
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APPENDIX IV SECTION 5
Crosstabulation Tables for Town Importance (_t)
and Funding(_f)
cc- f
%<.::st %ct Xcat3
cc-t
%cat1
%cat2
%ca t3
%cat 4
%cat5
c'c P t
%c (2at1 3
"Acat2 4% t3
%cat5
45 2
26
62
35
114
5 1
9 1
6 2
7 0
9 8
%cat1 %cat2 %eat3
18 12 10
:L 1 1 5
30 8 20
19 10 24
79 17 114
c a....f'
% cat 2
% c at 1
ca-t
%ca t 1
%cat 2
c at3
%cat-4
.. 2 t 5
:1.0
~7
25
22
75 C
:1.9
:1 0
25
. 15
2.8
%c at 23
3
13
241
:.n f ....1'
Ac. : t1 %ct2 % : at3
9
19 12
7
1.9
3210
I.110 :17
4
13
65) .
CI adt a 
.....
'V t1
%ca#t2 5
1
139
t7. % at2 %ct3. 
:1. 2
:1. :1.
27
36181 C
1.
14
14
4
4
45
%c-t1 % c. , cat2 %cat3
20
2: .
49
44
:1.46
20
6
20
5
21
2
:1
5
5
24
ITh.... f'
%catl %cat2 %c2at3
19
9
48
38
124
1 0
5
16
13
12
5
5
18
14
39
%catL %cYat2 %cat3
15 5 6
6 1 2
25 13 6
37 7 24
1.55 1 8 98
%cat2
%ca3t1
15 1.2
6 3
29 15
34 17
99 23
X C at 3
7
:1.
1.6
16
84
I") ...Sct1
( t5
1-
h a) I..l ...t
%zcat1
(2a3 
%cat-4
%c at5
m h... t
I;(t I%c(-at2
. 3 t 4
%cat 3
%cat:,5
s c..t
%cat1
%cat2
%cat3
%c; a t 4
.cat 5
v S.... t
Xcat 1
%cat2
SCat 4%ct i1-3
R
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Row Percentage Tables for Town Importance (_t) and
Funding (_f)
catl Xcat2 %cat3
cet:....t
Xecat 1
%cat2
Xcat 3
Xcat 4
%cat5
0.634
0,722
0,775
o,8633
0.870
0.352
0.250
0.200
0.167
0.069
0.014
0.028
0,025
0.000
0.06:1
C P.... f
Xcat 1 Xcat2 %cat3
Xe i t 1.
Xcat2
Xcat3
% cat 4
%Xeat5
0.450
0.647
0 *.517
0.358
0.376
0.300
0.059
0.138
0.189
0.061
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
250
294
345
453
543
%catl %cat2 Xcat3
0.313
0.233
0.+338
0.373
0.429
0,594
0.333
0.338
0 . 254
0.160
0.094
0.433
0,324
0 . 373
0.411.
dra....f
%cat1. %cat2 %cat3
0 * 514
0.353
0 + 4 :1.
0.5 5 E3
0.573
0 . 3'2 4
0 412
0.235
0.182
0.089
0.162
0.235
0 .284
0.236
0.339
c a...t
%c at 1
%Xat2
% at 3
% at 4
%c at 
dna....t
X< at 1
%cat2
e :at 3
e at 4
. <at5
R
h 3.-.
%c atl %cat2 Xcat3
0.500 0.333 0.167
0.846 0.077 0.077
0.600 0.311 0.089
0,621 0.241 0.138
0,707 0.117 0.176
houL..f
%catl Xcat2 %cat3
0.476
0.750
0.662
0.815
0.764
0.476
0.214
0.270
0.093
0.110
0.048
0.036
0.068
0.093
0.126
%cat1 L c at2 %<.at3
0.559
0.474
0. 585
0.585
0.709
0.294
0.263
0.195
0,200
0.069
0,1.47
0.263
0+220
0.215
0.223
%/at1 %cat2 %cat3
0.577
0.667
0.568
0.544
0 . 572
0.192
0. 111
0.295
0+ 103
0.066
0 231
0 +:222
0.136
0.353
0 .362
%cat 1 %cat2
0.441 0.353
0.600 0.300
0.483 0.250
0.507 0.254
0.481 0.11:2
141
h s....t
%cati
%ca-2
% cat4
%cat5
hou....t
%cati
%cat2
%cat3
%cat4
%cat5
mh....t
%cat1
% (:2 at 2
Xc at 3
%cat4
Xcat5
s ....t
%c a t 1
cat 2
Xc at 3
X. (% at 4
%c at5
Z C at 2
Xcat2
%ecat 3
%cat4
X c. a t5
%c a t3
0.C206
0.100
0 267
0.239
0 + 403
s c....f'
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Normalized Multinamial Deviate Table for Town
Importance (_t) and Funding (_f)
%/catI %cat2 %cat3
cc-t
%ceat 2
%. caL 3
%cat 4
"Acat5
c? -t
xcabt 1
%cat2
%eat 3
Zcat4
%cat5
-1.548 3.383 -0.891
-0.432 0.943 -0.183
---0.093 0.355 -0.410
0.384 -0.255 -1.186
1.329 -3.172 1.749
S1....f
%cat1 %cat2 Xcat3
0,348
1,496
1.244
-0.662
-1.004
3,
-0.
0.
-1.
092
791
236
272
942
-1.990
-1.007
-1. 31.7
--0.054
2.113
c2i3....f
cea..t
%c ati :
"Acat 2
%ceat 3
"Acat 4
% C at S
%catI %cat2
-0.593
---1.292
-0.552
-0.036
1 .259
3.706
0.770
1.306
-0.121.
-2. 820
%c eat 3
--2
0
-0
0
:1
.564
. 65 7
.562
+ 141
.190
dria....f
%cat :1 %cat2 Xcat3
Xcat 1
%c at 2
Xe z t, 3
%c at 4
%c at 5
-0 . 219
-1.059
-0.753
0.447
0.744
2.+292
2.424
1.431
0.212
--2+867
-1.470
--0.426
-0."11-4
--0.762
1.334
R
h s .. .
%cat1 %cat2
-1.061
0,763
-0.631
-0.523
0.851
1
-0
2
1.
--2
.965
. 8:L 1
.337
.353
. 143
0+
-0.
-0.
0+
126
728
158
363
820
Xcat 1 %cat2 %cat3
-1.938
0.193
-0.629
0.867
0.904
4.430
0.362
1+734
-1.601
-2.5'32
1.
-0
-0
+003
+023
.775
.061
.402
Imih... f
Xcatl %cat2 .cat3
--0.572
-0.895
-0.604
-0.537
1.463
2
1
1
-2
.200
+289
.091
.071
.866
-0.87-4
0.445
0.070
-0.0 1 L
0.206
Xc:at1 %cat2 % ct '3
0
0
-0
.052
.389
1. 1
1.373
0.054
3 910
-0.290 -0.060
0.071 -2.042
.'Fat 1 Xcat2 %cat3
-0.379
0. 523
---0.024
0 + 27:1.
-0. 116
2.+283
0 + 841
1+174
1. + 315
-2.601
143
hs.-t
% c. a t 1
%cat 2
.cat3
Xcat4
%cat5
hu C) . ...
Xc at 1
%cat2
%cat3
Xcat4
%cat5
IT h....t
%cat1
Xcat2
%cat 3
Xcat 4
.cat5
X c....%cat 1
%cat 2
%cat3
%c at 4
%cat5
-0
-0
-2
0
1
.85-4
.544
.410
. 178
%cat 1
c at2
%cat3
Xc at 4
% (2 a t 5
-1.270
-i 4 2C68
-0.864
*-1 +325
2. 179
144
APPENDIX IV SECTION 6
Crosstabulation Tables for Provision (_w)
Funding (_f)
and
Xcat Xcat2 .cat3
92
28
177
44
2
23
2
2
B
r P.... f
%catl %cat2 %cat3
20
64
81.
9 5
17 113
22 59
%cat2
xcat 1
19
53
71
c a t 3
19
42
31
1
89
45
d i'- a- .
Xcat 1. %cat2
26
45
135
20
10
37
Xc at 3
10
37
65
Xcat 1
%cat2
%c at 3
C(p....W
%c at 1
Xc at 2
Xcat3
ea ....w
X cat 1
%cat2
Xcat3
dnia....w
%c at
% cat2
%c at 3
R
h .... a
%cati. %cat2~ % cat3
32
7:1
170
20
1:1
35
2
24
37
%catI. %cat2 %cat3
27
90
165
26
17
25
1.
17
19
ImIh....f
%cati %cat2 %cat3
34
43
:165
19
12
23
4
32
48
%cat1 %cat2 %cat3
15
74
150
9
1:1.
21
1
69
67
%cat. .cat,2 %cat3
14
45
125
1.4
15
39
6
5:1
73
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hs....w
% c at 1
%cat2
% c a t3
hou...w
%cat1
%cat2
%cat3
mh....w
% cat
% cat 2
% cat3
s c.. w
%cat1
%cat2
% cat 3
:....-w
%c-atl
%cat2
%c at 3
R
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Row Percentage Tables for Provision ( w) and
Funding (_f)
%cati %cat2
cc-w
Xc at 1
Xcat2
% cat 3
0.667
0.875
0. 851
0.319
0.063
0.11 1
%cat 3
0.014
0,063
0.038
c P.f
%cat1 %cat2 %cat3
0.588
0.330
0.500
0.265 0,147
0.088 0.582
0.136 0.364
%cat1 %cat2
0.487
0,288
0.483
0.487
0.228
0.211.
%cat3
0.026
0.484
0.306
dra.... f'
%cat cat2 %cat3
0.464 0.357 0.179
0.489 0.109 0.402
0,570 0.156 0.274
c F..-.w
%c at 1
%cat 2
%~cat 3
ca....w
Xcati
%cat2
%cat 3
dna....w
%c at 1
%cat2
%cat 3
%cat1 %cat2 Xcat3
0.593
0.670
0.702
0.370 0.037
0.104 0.226
0.145 0.153
Xcatl %cat2 Xcat3
0.500 0.481 0,019
0.726 0.137 0.137
0.789 0.120 0.091
mth-f'
%catl %cat2 Xcat3
0.596 0.333 0.070
0.494 0.138 0.368
0.699 0.097 0.203
sc-f'
%cati %cat2 Xcat3
0.600 0.360 0.040
0.481 0.071 0.448
0.630 0.088 0.282
XcatI %cat2 %ca3tat3
0.412 0.412
0.405 0.135
0.527 0.165
0.176
0.459
0.308
147
hws..w
% cat 1
Xcat2
Xcat 3
hou....w
%cat 1
%cat2
Xcait 3
c h... W%cat1
%ca-t2
%.cat3
s c....w
%c at 1
%cat2
%cat3
S.... w
Xcat 1
%c at 2
%cat 3
R
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Normalized Multinranial Deviate Table for Provision ( w)
and Funding (_f)
cc...f
XC3t1 %cat2
C C.... w
%c at 1
%cat2
% cat 3
-- 1.868
0,590
1.409
3.879
-1.602
-2.561
% cat 3
-1.144
0.978
0.548
Xcat:L Xcat2
1.509
2.246
1.658
2.367
-1.453
0.474
%cat 1. %cat2
1.033
2.+ 390
2.046
3.027
-0.592
-0+967
d n a....f'
%cat 1 %cat2
-0,754 3.327
---0.645 -1.534
0.888 -0,699
cP...w
Xcat1
%cat2
%cat3
X 'c a t 3
--2.709
3.022
--1..880
%cat3
-3.577
2.949
--1.275
C:3-._w
% :at :L
%at2
%cat3
dnia-_w
%cat 1
%cat2
%c at 3
%cat3
-1 .593
2.051
---0.524
149
hs.f
cat1 %cat2
-0.809
-0.128
0.574
3.781
-1.569
-0.791
%cat3
-2.245
19851
-0.158
hou- f
%cat 1 Ceat2 %cat3
-2.077 5.427
-0.043 -1.056
1.322 -2.033
im h.-f
%cat1 %cat2 %cat3
-0
- 1
:1
.401
.803
.543
3.871
-0.105
-1.906
scr-..f
%<catl %cat2
0 181
-1 .710
1 419
4,185
-1.084
-0.511
%eat, 1 %c at2
% cat 3
-2.542
2.760
-1.404
%c at 3
-0.600 3.256 -1.663
-1.248 -1.099 2.267
1.212 -0.520 -0.960
hs--w
%catLi
Xcat2
%cat 3
hou.-W
%cat 1
%cat 2
%cat3
--1.844
1 .518
-0.226
irih-..w
%cat 1
%cat2
%cat3
-2.464
2.988
-0,621
sc-w
Xcat2
%cat3
ys--w
%cat1
Xcat2
%cat3
APPENDIX IV SECTION 7
Two-tailed T ratios for the difference in means and their significance levels for
Household Importance equals 1 or 2 versus Household Importance equals 4 or 5
ed rent fem male
T....ratio 0,252 --0.577
siJ 0.801 0.565
-2,477 -0.449 0.781
0.015 0.654 0.436
-1.912 --3.647 -3.662
0.058 0.000 0.000
Tr a.ti : 1.195 2.567 --0.690 -0.926 -0.258 -2.840 -4.347 -2.076
sis 0.234 0.011 0.491 0.356 0.796 0.005 0.000 0.039
T.... ratio 2.441 2,232 -2.270 -0.994
si 0.016 0.028 0,025 0,322
1.958 1.578 -0.333
0.052 0.117 0.740
0.245 -0.261
0.807 0.795
T...ratio 2,072 3.238 --0.862 --0,880 0.840 -2.656 -3.694 -0.293
siiLs 0.040 0.001 0.390 0.380 0.402 0..009 0.000 0.770
ncm scch yng mdl old
5.596
0.000
cc y
1.657
0.099
cp y
ca y
-0.362
0.718
dna y
H
uL
fem male scch yng
T.... ratio 3.404 4.762 --2.135
si5 0.001 0.000 0.035
T....ratio 5.420 5.723 --2.804
si. 0.000 0.000 0.006
T....ratio 3.407 4.189 --1.225
si 0.001 0.000 0.222
-1.569
0.120
--2.920
0.004
--2.299
0.023
T....ratio 4.001 7.642 1.370 --1.534
sis 0.000 0.000 0 .173 0.127
1.949 0.964 -0.930
0.054 0.337 0.355
1.839 0.329 --0.603
0.068 0.743 0.547
0.921 --1.216 --2.220
0.358 0.226 0.028
1.007 0.516 --0.437
0.316 0.607 0.663
0.750 --1.371
0.455 0.173
2.996 -2.716
0.003 0.007
1.558 ---2.285
0.121 0.024
4.180 --6.307
0.000 0.000
T..ratio 0.452 1.591 --1.24 -1.950 --0.327 ---4.662 ---6.158 -2.91
si5A 0.652 0.114 0.214 0.053 0.744 0.000 0.000 0.004
hs_y
hou y
h y
sc_y
3.326
0. 001 ySy
1H-
U,
H-
nmdl oldncm ed rent
wo-tailed T ratios for the difference in means and their significance 
levels
Town Importance equals 1 Or 2 versus Town Importance equals 4 or 5
ncm ed rent fem
T....ratiL o --0 .4:12 --1.083 --3.066
0.68:1. 0+281 0.003
--0.693
0.489
male scch yng mdl
2.470 0.463 -1.888 -2.083
0.015 0.644 0.061 0.039
T.... rTatio --0.188 -0.303
5is 0.851 0.763
-1.876 -0.11.3
0.064 0.910
0.976 0.843 -1.517 ---1.199
0.332 0.402 0.134 0.234
T.... Tat :iJ. 0) 1.553 1.508 --2.523 ---1.323
siE 0,124 0.135 0.013 0.189
2.911 1.369 0.032 0.411 -0.54:
0.004 0.174 0.974 0.682 0.590
T.... T ati o :1 .003 :1. .981 -1 .482 --1.159
0.320 0.051 0.143 0.250
2.460 ---0.017 -2.262
0.016 0.986 0.026
0.185 -0.893
0.854 0.375
for
old
3.683
0.000
cc t
0.600
0.551
cp t
ca t
dna t
H
U,
ncm ed rent fem
T...ratio 1.641 2.536 --2.28 -0.626 2.927 1.166 -0.082
sis 0.106 0.015 0.027 0.412 0.005 0.242 0.935
T....ratio 2.352 4.060 ---3.086 ---1.2B3 (,3.001 1.517 -0.311
S1iA 0.021 0.000 0.003 0.203 -0.003 0.133 0.757
T.... rat:io 1.525 3.347 -1.665 -1.013
siFA 0.133 0.001 0.101 0.315
0.909 ---1.022
0.368 0.312
1.759 -1.699
0.082 0.093
1.468 0.881 -1.035 1.083 -2.669
0.146 0.382 0.304 0.283 0.009
T....rati :> 2.423 2.417 ---1.141 --0.412 2.998 1.565 0.239 1.325 -2.198
0.021 0.020 0.261 0.682 0.005 0.126 0.812 0.193 0.034
T....ratio 0.316 2.172 -0.631 -0.198
si £-
0,909 -0.999 --1.943 -0.400 0.171
0.753 0.034 0.410 0.844 0.367 0.322 0.057 0.691 0.865
ys t
R
H
L,
(4
si
hs t
hou t
mh t
Sc-t
male scch yng mdl old
'Iwo-tailed T ratios for the difference in means and their significance levels for
Provision equals l(private) versus Provision equals 2(public)
ed rent fem male scch
:1.01B 2.331 -0.655 --1,127 0.590 0.197 -0.665 --0.131 1.377
0.316 0.025 0.516 0.267 0.559 0.845 0.511 0,897 0.177
T...T'atio --0.226 -0,278 --:L.397 0.126 0.420 ---0,601 -0.552 -1.386 1.964
0.822 0.783 0.170 0.900 0.677 0.551 0.584 0.175 0.058
T.... r a ti C) 1..195 -0.256 -0.495 1,385 1,734 0.145 0.253 -0.742 1.088
0.239 0.799 0.623 0.173 0.090 0.885 0.801 0.462 0.282
Tr.... tio) 2. 551 3.565 1.419 --1.248 3.185 -0.910 ---1.468 0.239 -0.139
siJ 0,013 0.001 0.160 0.216 0.002 0.366 0.147 0.8:12 0,890
ncm
T-. rat C)
Si 5
yng mdl old
cc w
cp w
ca w
dna w
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Two-tailed T ratios for the difference in means and their significance 
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Funding equals 2(same fee to all) versus Funding equals 3(no fee)
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